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Abstract 

In response to growing environmental concerns, policy makers in Canada have been developing 

climate change mitigation strategies that will enable Canada to meet medium and long-term 

greenhouse gas (GHG) emission reduction targets. The water industry is energy- and carbon-

intensive, thus the magnitude and long-term uncertainty of proposed carbon mitigation policies 

could have implications for water distribution system capital planning decisions that are made 

today.  

 

The intent of this thesis was to examine the implications of discount rate and carbon price 

uncertainty on cost, energy use and GHG emissions in the design/optimization of the 

Amherstview water distribution system in Loyalist Township, Ontario, Canada. A non-dominated 

sorting genetic algorithm is coupled with the hydraulic solver EPANET2 in a single-objective 

optimization approach to identify network expansion designs that minimize total cost as the sum 

of: i) capital cost of installing new and parallel pipes and of cleaning and lining existing pipes; ii) 

operation cost of electricity for pumping water; and iii) carbon cost levied on electricity used for 

pumping water. The Amherstview system was optimized for a range of discount rates and carbon 

prices reflective of possible climate change mitigation strategies in Canada over the next 50 

years. The problem formulation framework was developed according to a “real-world” municipal 

approach to water distribution system design and expansion. Decision variables such as pipe sizes 

are restricted to “real-world” commercially-available pipe diameters and parameter values are 

chosen according to engineering judgment and best-estimates. Parameter uncertainty is 

characterized by sensitivity analysis rather than the more computationally-demanding and data-

intensive Monte Carlo simulation method.  The impact of pipe material selection on energy use 
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and GHG emissions was investigated for polyvinyl chloride and cement-mortar lined ductile iron 

pipes. Results from this first-ever study indicate that the discount rate and carbon prices 

investigated had no significant influence on energy use and GHG emissions in the Amherstview 

system. Pipe material selection was also found to minimally affect the amount of GHG emitted in 

the Amherstview system. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Introduction 

Water distribution systems are vital to the delivery of potable water to meet basic human needs 

and to protect humans in the event of fires and other public emergencies. With aging 

infrastructure and increasing water demand due to population growth and climate change, water 

distribution systems are likely to experience low-pressure and high-headloss problems more 

frequently, which will give rise to excess energy expenditure and consumer discontent (Halhal et 

al. 1997). To ensure adequate hydraulic capacity is in place to meet present day and future water 

demand, water distribution systems have to be expanded and upgraded. Water distribution system 

expansion increases the hydraulic capacity of the network through: (i) cleaning, lining and/or 

paralleling of existing pipes, (ii) the addition of pipes in areas of new development, and (iii) the 

addition of new tanks, reservoirs and pumps. The expansion of a water distribution system 

requires a major financial investment by the owner municipality, and as a result, each component 

of the network is designed as a compromise between economic and hydraulic considerations 

(Eusuff and Lansey 2003).   

 

Water distribution system design is complex, mainly for the following reasons, i) the problem 

contains a number of discrete decision variables, including pipe diameters and cleaning and lining 

options, ii) the problem is nonlinear due to conservation of mass and energy equations of the 

looped pipe network analysis problem, and iii) the solution space for even a relatively small 

network is too large for complete enumeration. Due to the complex nature of the design problem 
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a number of enumerative, linear and nonlinear optimization techniques have been developed over 

the past four decades. The main drawbacks associated with these early models are high 

computational demands and the propensity of the models to become trapped in local optima. 

More recently, genetic algorithms have been shown to have the capability to identify global 

optima, even in the case of complex, nonlinear and discrete optimization problems (Savic and 

Walters 1997). Genetic algorithms have been used successfully for the optimal design of water 

distribution systems by a number of authors (Goldberg and Kuo 1987, Simpson et al. 1994, Gupta 

et al. 1999). Traditionally, the objective of water distribution system design has been to find the 

lowest cost network which can supply the required demand under the given pressure and velocity 

restrictions. Recently however, concerns over climate change have prompted decision makers to 

broaden the evaluation of water distribution system design to include not only economic and 

performance considerations, but also environmental sustainability objectives.   

 

Climate change is defined as a change of climate that is attributed directly or indirectly to human 

activity that alters the composition of the atmosphere (UNFCCC 2007). The Intergovernmental 

Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) has stated that there is significant scientific evidence to support 

the argument that global climate change is occurring and that it is being induced by 

anthropogenic emissions of carbon dioxide (CO2), methane and other greenhouse gases (GHGs). 

In response to growing environmental concerns, policy makers in Canada have been developing 

climate change mitigation strategies that will enable Canada to meet medium and long-term GHG 

emission reduction targets of 20% below 2006 levels by 2020 and 65% below 2006 levels by 

2050 (Environment Canada 2007). Most recently, the federally appointed National Round Table 

on the Environment and the Economy (NRTEE 2009) has recommended an economy-wide cap-
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and-trade carbon pricing policy to unify existing fragmented provincial carbon policies (e.g., 

carbon taxes currently in effect in Quebec and British Columbia). The proposed NRTEE cap-and-

trade system will set the annual level of emission reductions by issuing emissions permits 

(NRTEE 2009). Canadian policy analysts predict that pressure on Canadian governments to 

implement policies, such as a cap-and-trade system, to address climate change will only increase 

over time, given the prominence of climate change on the international agenda and the business 

community’s desire for policy certainty (Demerse and Bramley 2008).  

 

With the implementation of a cap-and-trade policy, the water industry in Canada will likely 

experience carbon cost levies on fossil fuel-derived electricity (such as coal and natural gas) used 

during the manufacture and operation of water distribution systems, as well as on liquid fuels like 

diesel and gasoline which are needed to operate machinery in transport, installation, maintenance 

and disposal activities. Electricity consumption by Canadian water utilities is substantial. 

According to a recent energy audit of Ontario’s municipalities, water treatment and pumping 

activities in Ontario consume over 66 million kilowatt hours of electricity per year, which 

represents approximately 1% of Ontario’s total 6.6 billion kilowatt hour electricity consumption 

(PAGI 2008). As a result, the carbon costs incurred by municipalities for water treatment and 

pumping are likely to be significant. The government of Ontario has recognized the potential for 

municipal water utilities to contribute to a reduction in Ontario’s GHG emission outputs by 

developing funding programs, such as the Municipal Eco Challenge, which are dedicated to 

municipal infrastructure projects that reduce energy consumption and GHG emissions (Ministry 

of Municipal Affairs and Housing 2008).  
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Under a carbon pricing policy, annual operating costs for a water utility would include both 

electrical costs for pumping and an emissions cost per tonne of CO2-e (carbon dioxide 

equivalent). To determine the net present value of a project, present value analysis is used to 

translate future costs and benefits to present values, enabling effects occurring at different time 

periods to be compared (Squire and van der Tak 1995). One of the most contentious and 

controversial issues surrounding the present value analysis of public infrastructure projects is 

choosing an appropriate discount rate and discounting procedure (Weitzman 2007, Sterner and 

Persson 2008). This is particularly true for projects with GHG emissions implications as the 

magnitude of the discount rate will strongly affect the influence of long-term carbon prices on 

future water distribution system investments.  

 

Until recently, the Treasury Board of Canada required federal cost benefit analysts to use a 

discount rate of 10% for cost benefit analysis (TBS 1998). Currently, the Treasury Board of 

Canada recommends a discount rate of approximately 8%, with the acknowledgement that 

discount rates as low as 3% may be appropriate for projects with long-term intergenerational 

implications (TBS 2007). According to some Canadian economists, Canada’s reduction in 

discount rate is at least a partial reflection of research and policy trends in other countries 

(Boardman et al. 2008). For instance, in 2004 France reduced its discount rate from 8% to 4% 

(IPCC 2007). Similarly, in 2003 the United Kingdom became the first government to recommend 

a declining discount rate for evaluating long-term intergenerational projects (Her Majesty’s 

Treasury 2003). Most recently, in the Stern Review: The Economics of Climate Change a constant 

near-zero discount rate of 1.4% is advocated for use to reduce the risk of climate change (Stern et 

al. 2006). 
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It is anticipated that a carbon cost levied on fossil fuel-derived electricity and liquid fuels will 

create an incentive for water utilities to design water distribution systems that minimize CO2-e 

emissions, in addition to satisfying traditional least cost and performance criteria. The 

introduction of a carbon price will enable decision makers to incorporate carbon costs into 

conventional single-objective least-cost optimization frameworks. To date, only a handful of 

researchers have investigated the influence of carbon prices and discount rates on municipal 

infrastructure design (Wu et al. 2008, Wu et al. 2009, Wu et al. 2010). The research by Wu et al. 

has focused exclusively on the design of simple four-pipe and eight-pipe new hypothetical water 

distribution systems using design parameters specific to Australia. There is a need for research 

that considers the implications of potential climate change policies on the expansion of “real-

world” networks, particularly for findings to be relevant to municipal decision makers. 

Considering an optimization approach specific to Canada is important as design parameters such 

as GHG emission intensity factors and energy prices can vary significantly as a result of the 

regionally specific energy mix.   

 

1.2 Thesis Objectives 

The main objectives of the thesis are as follows: 

1. To develop climate change mitigation scenarios representative of potential Canadian 

carbon mitigation policies over the next 50 years from the published literature. 

2. To assess how Canada’s proposed climate change mitigation policies will influence cost, 

energy use and GHG emissions in the design/expansion optimization of the Amherstview 

water distribution system.  
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3. Examine the impact of climate change mitigation policies such as low discount rates and 

carbon pricing on GHG reductions for cement-mortar ductile iron and PVC pipe 

materials in the Amherstview water distribution system. 

1.3 Original Thesis Contributions 

The original thesis contributions are as follows: 

1. Development of an up-to-date EPANET2 model of the Amherstview water distribution 

system for Loyalist Township, Ontario. 

2. Development of climate change mitigation scenarios representative of proposed Canadian 

policy initiatives from published literature.  

3. Development of a single-objective optimization approach that incorporates carbon 

pricing and GHG emissions in water network design. 

4. Application of the single-objective optimization approach to the “real-world” 

Amherstview water distribution system design/expansion problem.   

1.4 Thesis Organization 

The thesis consists of five chapters, including the introduction. A short summary of each chapter 

is included below. 

 

Chapter 2 provides a literature review of single-objective optimization methods that have been 

applied to the water distribution system design problem over the past four decades. The literature 

review focuses on least-cost optimization methods that have incorporated sustainability 

considerations into the design problem. This chapter also introduces a simple genetic algorithm 

which forms the foundation of the NSGA-II algorithm used in Chapter 4.   
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Chapter 3 discusses, from a Canadian perspective, the arguments concerning uncertainty in 

proposed discount rates and carbon prices for the present value analysis of infrastructure projects 

with GHG implications. The intent of the discussion is to identify a range of discount rates and 

carbon prices representative of potential climate change mitigation policies in Canada. The 

influence of discount rate and carbon price uncertainty on water distribution system infrastructure 

is investigated using the Amherstview-Odessa water transmission system. Chapter 3 is based on a 

journal paper that was submitted in August 2009 to the IWA Journal of Water Policy. 

 

 

Chapter 4 extends the examination of discount rate and carbon price uncertainty on municipal 

infrastructure investments that began in Chapter 3. The single-objective optimization approach is 

developed and applied to assess the impact of proposed climate change mitigation policies on 

cost, energy use and GHG emissions from the design/expansion of the Amherstview water 

distribution system. The optimization approach is used in a parametric analysis to examine the 

impact of discounting and carbon pricing on GHG reductions for cement-mortar ductile iron and 

polyvinyl chloride pipe materials. Sensitivity of the Amherstview system to discount rate and 

carbon price uncertainty is examined. Chapter 4 is based on a journal paper that was submitted in 

June 2010 to the ASCE Journal of Water Resources Planning and Management. 

 

Chapter 5 concludes the thesis by summarizing major results and research contributions. Future 

research recommendations are also discussed. 
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Chapter 2 

Literature Review: Mathematical Optimization of Water Distribution 

Systems 

2.1 Introduction 

Water distribution systems are vital to the delivery of potable water to meet basic human needs 

and to protect humans in the event of fires and other public emergencies. When water demand 

increases due to population growth and increased commercial and industrial development, water 

distribution systems have to be expanded to ensure adequate hydraulic capacity is in place to 

meet these demands. The decision options considered in water distribution system expansion 

include the selection of: i) new pipe diameters; ii) duplicate pipe diameters; iii) cleaning and 

lining of existing pipes; iv) the addition of new tanks and reservoirs, and v) the addition of new 

pumps to improve hydraulic performance.  

 

Researchers have approached water distribution system expansion optimization as a single-

objective, least-cost problem, where new pipe diameters are sized and existing pipes are cleaned 

and lined such that performance requirements are satisfied at a minimum cost. As concerns over 

global climate change have increased, however, researchers have broadened the focus of the 

water distribution system expansion optimization problem to consider not only cost, but also 

sustainability considerations. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change has stated that 

making urban infrastructure design and rehabilitation more sustainable can enhance both 

mitigative and adaptive capacity and reduce emissions and vulnerability to climate change (IPCC 

2007). Not only has recent research focused on designing sustainable water distribution systems, 
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researchers have also begun to investigate the influence of sustainability criteria on water 

distribution network design. 

 

This Chapter is organized as follows. In the following section, the development of early 

enumerative, linear and nonlinear optimization techniques to solve the water distribution system 

expansion problem will be reviewed. More recent research on how evolutionary algorithm 

optimization techniques such as genetic algorithms have been applied to solve the water network 

expansion problem will also be reviewed. Thereafter, current research efforts to incorporate 

sustainability considerations into the classic water distribution system expansion problem will be 

reviewed. 

 

2.2 Problem Definition 

The least-cost water distribution system expansion optimization problem typically involves sizing 

new and duplicate pipes, cleaning and lining existing pipes, and adding pumps and tanks such 

that minimum hydraulic requirements are met at a minimum cost. For the purposes of this 

Chapter only the addition of new and duplicate pipes and the cleaning and lining of existing pipes 

will be considered. The single-objective optimization problem can be formulated as follows  

 

Minimization Of: 

 Total Cost NP DP CL PMPCOST= + + +     (2.1) 

 

where NP, DP and CL are the costs of new pipes, duplicate pipes and existing pipes that are 

cleaned and lined, respectively, and PMPCOST is the present value operational cost of pumping 
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water throughout the distribution system. The foregoing least-cost objective function is subject to 

the following constraints 

 

(a)  Conservation of mass at nodes and energy conservation around loops: 

 

The flow into a junction is equal to the flow out of the junction. For each junction node, the 

continuity equation can be written as 

 

in out eQ Q Q− =∑ ∑          (2.2) 

 

where Qin = the flow rate of the water into the junction; Qout = the flow rate of the water out of the 

junction; and Qe = the demand at the junction node. External demand is the flow of water required 

by one or many network users (residential, industrial, commercial or a combination of these) at a 

network node to carry out their daily activities. The conservation of energy constraint states that 

the sum of the energy loss around each network loop is zero 

 

0f p

loop loop

h E− =∑ ∑
        (2.3) 

 

where hf = headloss in each pipe; and Ep = energy produced by a pump.  

 

 (b) Minimum pressure requirement: 
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,min   for 1,2, ,i ih h i n≥ = …                          (2.4)   

 

where hi = pressure head at node i; hi, min = minimum pressure head required at node i; and n = 

number of network nodes.   

 

(c)  Maximum velocity constraint: 

 

,max   for 1, 2, ,i i pV V i N≤ = …

               (2.5) 

 

where Vi = fluid velocity in pipe i;  Vi,max = maximum allowable fluid velocity in pipe i; and Np = 

number of network pipes. 

 

(d) Commercially-available pipe diameter constraint: 

 

  for 1, 2, ,i pD i N∈ =D …                 (2.6) 

 

where Di = diameter of pipe i; D = set of discrete commercially-available pipe diameters; and Np 

= number of pipes. The Darcy-Weisbach and the Hazen-Williams formulas may be used to 

compute headloss. The Hazen-Williams formula is most commonly used in North America and is 

as follows 

1.852

1.852 4.87

10.68
L

LQ
H

C D
=             (2.7) 
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where HL = headloss in pipe (m); C = Hazen-Williams pipe roughness coefficient; Q = pipe flow 

(m3/s); L = length of the pipe (m); and D = diameter of the pipe (m) (Rossman 2000). 

2.3 Enumerative, Linear and Nonlinear Optimization Models 

Due to the nonlinear nature of the search space in the water distribution system expansion 

optimization problem (Eqn. 2.2 and 2.3), and the nonlinearities in the system of governing 

equations of nodal continuity and energy conservation around network loops, determining the 

least-cost design that corresponds to the global optimal, even for a simple network, is 

computationally expensive. Further complicating the optimization problem is that many decision 

variables (such as pipe diameter) are available from manufacturers in a range of discrete, rather 

than continuous, sizes. To deal with a discrete search space and address the problems of 

nonlinearity above, a number of enumerative, linear, nonlinear and evolutionary algorithms have 

been developed to optimize water network expansion.   

 

The computational complexity of the least-cost water distribution system expansion optimization 

problem was investigated in Yates et al. (1984). It was suggested by Yates et al. (1984) that 

complete enumeration is the only search method that can guarantee the global optimal solution. 

Complete enumeration involves simulating all possible combinations of available discrete pipe 

sizes and then selecting the lowest cost combination of diameters that satisfies the design 

constraints. As demonstrated by Savic and Walters (1997), if one were to consider a small 

network problem of 20 pipes and a set of 10 discrete diameters the total solution space for the 

design problem would be equal to 1020 combinations of pipe sizes and designs. Even if 1,000,000 

design evaluations can be performed in one second, over 3,000,000 years of computational time 
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would be required for complete enumeration. According to Goldberg (1989), the use of 

enumerative optimization methods must be rejected on the basis of inefficiency.     

 

To address the computational inefficiency associated with complete enumeration, Gessler (1985) 

proposed the selective enumeration of a severely pruned search space. Formal guidelines for 

pruning the search space were later developed by Loubser and Gessler (1990). Murphy and 

Simpson (1992) applied the Loubser and Gessler (1990) guidelines and found that despite the 

reduced search space, the approach still proved computationally expensive for moderately sized 

systems. There is also no guarantee that that the global optimal solution will remain in the pruned 

search space. 

 

To overcome many of the shortcomings associated with selective enumeration techniques, a 

number of researchers have developed linear programming models. The linear programming 

gradient (LPG) method developed by Alperovitz and Shamir (1977) reduces the complexity of 

the original nonlinear water distribution system optimization problem by solving a sequence of 

linear sub-problems. The LPG method finds a solution by iterating between two stages. In the 

first stage, pipe flows are defined and optimal pipe diameter selection and nodal pressures are 

found using linear programming. In the second stage, a gradient is calculated using results from 

the current linear programming solution to change the flow distribution in the network in a way 

that will reduce the overall cost.  Using this methodology the LPG method moves point-to-point 

in the solution space. The primary disadvantage of linear programming methods is that they can 

become “trapped” in local minima causing the model to converge on a locally optimal solution. 

As Goldberg (1989) explains, searching point-to-point in the solution space creates, “a perfect 
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prescription for locating false peaks in multimodal (many-peaked) solution spaces.” Lansey and 

Mays (1989) found the LPG approach to be severely limited by the size of the system and the 

number of demand loads it can handle. Eiger et al. (1994) also found that in most cases the LPG 

method found a suboptimal, yet feasible, solution.   

 

The Alperovitz and Shamir (1977) LPG method was adopted and further developed by a number 

of researchers. Quindry et al. (1981) decomposed the looped network problem into a branched 

network to allow for larger systems to be considered. The main disadvantage of the Quindry et al. 

(1981) model is that it removed system redundancy and thus, reduced system reliability. The 

method developed by Morgan and Goulter (1985) expanded the LPG method to consider multiple 

loads; however, the method is computationally expensive as repeated runs are required to 

determine the best solution at each load. Fujiwara and Khang (1990) suggested a two-phase 

search procedure to move towards global optimality; however, as noted by Eiger et al. (1994), no 

bound was produced to evaluate the gap between the Fujiwara and Khang (1990) solution and the 

global optimal value.  

 

As the water distribution system expansion problem is inherently nonlinear, a number of 

researchers have developed nonlinear optimization techniques. Nonlinear optimization models 

have generally used reduced gradient techniques coupled with a hydraulic solver. The 

methodology presented by Lansey and Mays (1989) uses a generalized reduced gradient model to 

make up the overall optimization framework along with the hydraulic simulator KYPIPE to solve 

conservation of mass and energy equations. An augmented Lagrangian method was used to 

incorporate pressure head bounds in the objective function. The size of network that can be 
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efficiently handed by the Lansey and Mays model is limited, and the model often resulted in 

branched networks. The work of Lansey and Mays was further extended by Duan et al. (1990) to 

incorporate various measures of system reliability.  

 

Monbaliu et al. (1990) have also proposed a rule-based gradient search technique to achieve an 

optimal design. In this technique, all pipes are initially set at their minimum diameters and a 

simulation package is used to determine pressure at all nodes in the network.  If the minimum 

pressure constraints are not satisfied, the diameter of the pipe with the maximum head loss per 

unit length is increased to the next available pipe size and hydraulic simulation is repeated. The 

process continues until all pressure constraints are satisfied. As noted by Eusuff and Lansey 

(2003), the complexity of the interactions between system components in the water distribution 

system model makes it difficult to ensure the effectiveness of this technique.    

 

There are a number of disadvantages associated with nonlinear programming methods. The main 

disadvantage is that global optimal solutions cannot be guaranteed as nonlinear methods can also 

become “trapped” in local minima. Nonlinear programming also requires the use of continuous 

decision variables, which must then be rounded off to commercially-available sizes. According to 

Savic and Walters (1997), “the problem of converting a continuous diameter solution to its 

discrete equivalent is less simple than it may appear since mere rounding off to the nearest 

discrete value cannot guarantee an optimal or even feasible solution.” 

2.4 Evolutionary Algorithms for Water Network Optimization 

To overcome some of the limitations associated with traditional gradient-based optimization 

techniques researchers have applied evolutionary optimization methods to the water distribution 
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system expansion problem. Simulated annealing is an evolutionary optimization method that is 

modelled after the physical annealing process in metallurgy which uses the controlled heating and 

cooling of molecules to reach an ordered crystalline configuration (Cunha and Sousa 2001). The 

main disadvantage of the simulated annealing process is that the quality of the solution produced 

is sensitive to specified parameter values (Cunha and Sousa 2001). For example, if the cooling 

factor is too large, cooling will occur too quickly and suboptimal solutions will be generated 

(Cunha and Sousa 2001).  

 

The genetic algorithm (GA) is another evolutionary search method that has been applied to water 

distribution system optimization. Although many variations of GAs have been developed, the 

following section provides a description of a simple GA that encompasses many of the common 

GA features. Based upon the mechanics of natural selection and natural genetics, the GA selects, 

combines and manipulates possible pipe network solutions to search for the minimum cost 

network (Murphy and Simpson 1992). GAs are different from enumeration, linear programming, 

nonlinear programming, and simulated annealing search methods in that rather than moving from 

point-to-point in the solution space, GAs move from one population of points to the next. In this 

way, the probability of becoming “trapped” in a local minimum is greatly reduced. Although the 

stochastic nature of the GA precludes the guarantee that a global optimal solution will be found, a 

number of researchers have concluded that GAs have the ability to efficiently search complex 

solution spaces and identify good, near-optimal, water distribution system design solutions 

(Goldberg and Kuo 1987, Goldberg 1989, Simpson et al. 1994, Savic and Walters 1997, Gupta et 

al. 1999).  
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To obtain an optimal solution using a GA, the initial parameter set of the optimization problem is 

generated by a pseudorandom number generator and then coded as a finite-length string, or 

“chromosome”, over some finite alphabet (Goldberg 1989). Standard GAs use a binary alphabet, 

where every position in the string takes on a value of either 1 or 0. In the GA presented by 

Simpson et al. (1994), each string represents a different combination of pipe diameter in a water 

distribution system. Figure 2.1 illustrates an example string for a water distribution system that is 

being optimized for minimum cost. The network consists of four pipes, P1, P2, P3 and P4. The 

discrete pipe diameters considered in this example include 150 mm, 200 mm, 250 mm and 300 

mm, which are assigned binary codes of 00, 01, 10 and 11 respectively. 

 

Figure 2.1: Illustration of a string for a four pipe water distribution network. 

 

The initial population of strings, and any successive generations, are evaluated according to their 

objective function. The objective function, also referred to as the fitness function, assigns some 

measure of profit, utility or “goodness” that is to be maximized (Goldberg 1989).  For example, 

the objective function for the string in Figure 2.1 would be the cost of selecting pipe diameter 

sizes of 150 mm, 200 mm, 250 mm and 300 mm for pipes P1, P2, P3 and P4, respectively. The 

“fittest” solution would be the one with the least-cost combination of pipe diameters. Assigning 

values of fitness involves: decoding the binary strings into parameter set values (e.g., pipe 
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diameters), substituting these values into the objective function (e.g., calculating pipe costs) and 

computing the value of the objective function for each of the strings (Savic and Walters 1997). 

Searching a solution space using a GA relies mainly on the use of three operators: reproduction, 

crossover and mutation.  

 

Reproduction is a survival-of-the-fittest selection process in which individual strings are copied 

according to their objective function values (Simpson et al. 1994). The strings with a higher value 

of fitness have a higher probability of contributing one or more offspring to the next generation 

(Goldberg 1989). Goldberg (1989) and Simpson et al. (1994) both use a reproduction operator 

based on a proportionate selection method referred to as a weighted roulette wheel. The weighted 

roulette wheel is created by giving each string in the population a slot on the wheel which is sized 

in proportion to its fitness. Higher fitness strings have larger slots, while strings with lower fitness 

have smaller slots. Each spin of the wheel yields one reproduction candidate. Once a string has 

been selected for reproduction, an exact replica of the string is made and is then entered into a 

mating pool (Goldberg 1989).  

 

After replication, crossover is used to create offspring from the strings in the mating pool. 

Crossover is the partial exchange of corresponding string segments between two parent strings to 

produce two offspring strings (Simpson et al. 1994). Crossover occurs in two steps: 1) Strings in 

the mating pool are mated at random; and 2) each pair of mated strings undergoes crossing over 

(Goldberg 1989). Crossover occurs by first selecting two cross sites, as depicted in Figure 2.2, at 

random. Two offspring strings are created by swapping all characters between the two crossover 

sites (Halhal et al. 1997). The two new strings form the basis of the next generation.   
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Figure 2.2: Example of crossover between two strings (Herstein 2009a). 

 

The mutation operator exists to ensure that no important genetic material is lost during 

reproduction and crossover. As Goldberg (1989) states, “when used sparingly, mutation acts as 

an insurance policy against premature loss of important notions.” For mutation to occur a 

mutation probability is specified, usually in the range of 0.01-0.05. The GA then considers each 

string on a bit-by-bit basis. A uniformly distributed random number between 0 and 1.0 is 

generated for each bit. If the random number is less than the mutation probability the GA applies 

mutation to the bit, otherwise mutation is not applied. If mutation occurs, the value of the bit is 

flipped to its opposite value (i.e., 0 to 1 or 1 to 0). If the probability is set too high the search 

degenerates into a random process (Simpson et al. 1994).      

 

The GA repeats the reproduction, crossover and mutation operations, continually storing and 

updating strings as better solutions are generated. Typically a GA will evaluate between 100 and 

5,000 generations (Simpson et al. 1994). Following reproduction and crossover of the last 

generation, the strings are decoded and the fitness of the objective function for each string is 
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calculated (Goldberg 1989). From these values the global optimal or near-optimal design solution 

is chosen. 

 

Single-objective GAs have been successfully applied to optimize the design of water distribution 

systems for least-cost by a number of authors including, Simpson et al. (1994), Dandy et al. 

(1996), Wu and Simpson (2001) and Afshar and Marino (2007). More recently, researchers have 

applied multi-objective genetic algorithms to optimize water distribution systems to generate 

trade-off solutions between a number of alternative objectives, including system reliability and 

robustness (Halhal et al. 1997, Walters et al. 1999, Farmani et al. 2005), however, these studies 

will not be reviewed in this Chapter.  

2.5 Optimization with Sustainability Considerations 

The environmental impacts associated with water distribution system expansion are not typically 

considered in the planning and design decision making process. With increasing awareness of 

climate change, a handful of researchers have begun to focus on evaluating water distribution 

system design and expansion in light of both environmental and socio-economic considerations.  

 

One of the more commonly used approaches for evaluating environmental impact has been the 

application of Life-Cycle Assessment (LCA). LCA is a cradle-to-grave approach that evaluates 

the environmental aspects of a product or process over all stages of a product’s or process’s life 

(USEPA 2006). Dennison et al. (1999) utilized LCA to identify stages where environmental 

impacts could be reduced in the life cycle of ductile iron and medium density polyethylene pipe 

materials. Filion et al. (2004) were the first to incorporate LCA into the water distribution system 

planning and design decision making process. In their study, the authors selected energy as a key 
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environmental measure and developed a life-cycle energy analysis (LCEA) to quantify energy 

expenditures in the fabrication, use, and end-of-life stages of a water distribution network. The 

LCEA was applied to the well-known New York City water-supply tunnels network to quantify 

the energy expenditures associated with 10-, 20-, 50- and 100-year pipe replacement schedules. In 

this study, the 50-year pipe replacement schedule was associated with the lowest overall energy 

expenditure. More recently, Filion (2008) explored the connections between the urban form and 

energy use of water distribution systems, where urban form corresponds to the network pipe 

configuration and the spatial distribution of water users. 

 

Lundie et al. (2004) applied an LCA methodology to identify the environmental impacts of 

alternative strategic planning scenarios for water, stormwater and wastewater systems. The 

authors developed a model to simulate the current potable water and wastewater treatment design 

process to estimate the demand for chemicals and energy, and the production of grit, screenings, 

biosolids and biogas. Lundie et al. (2005) applied this methodology to evaluate the Sydney Water 

overall strategic planning document which provides a guide of modifications, augmentations and 

upgrades planned for implementation by 2021. The study was able to identify a number of 

measures which could significantly improve the performance of Sydney Water. Continuing along 

the same line of research, Stokes and Horvath (2006) used the LCA method to quantify energy 

use and air emissions in the life-cycle phases of alternative water supply schemes (e.g., water 

import, water recycling and desalination). Sahely et al. (2005) proposed a set of sustainability 

criteria as part of a larger LCA framework for assessing the sustainability of urban infrastructure 

systems. In a related work, Sahely and Kennedy (2007) presented a methodology for 

incorporating environmental and economic considerations into the process of strategic planning. 
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Ghimire and Barkdoll (2007) discuss the application of the Eco-Efficiency Analysis (EAA) 

technique and its ability to assist decision makers in reducing the environmental burden of 

municipal drinking water systems by quantifying the environmental impacts associated with their 

decisions. The EEA technique couples life-cycle cost analysis (LCCA) with life-cycle analysis to 

generate an environmental impact score that can be used to guide planning and development 

decisions.   

 

To incorporate sustainability aspects into the optimization of water distribution design and 

expansion researchers have begun to utilize GA optimization methods. Dandy et al. (2006) 

developed an optimization model that incorporates the sustainability objective of total mass of 

pipe material used and the economic objective of whole-of-life-cycle-cost. The optimization 

model was applied to the Darling Anabranch Water System (DAWS), a simple branched water 

transmission system located in Australia. The original design of DAWS was identified using GA 

optimization with the objective of minimizing the present value of capital and operating costs. An 

alternative design was produced using GA optimization with the objective of minimizing the total 

mass of PVC used.  The original design was then compared to the alternative design on the basis 

of whole-of-life-cycle-costs, energy consumption, CO2 production and total mass of material 

used. In this preliminary study, the pipes selected for the alternative design resulted in a 36.4% 

savings in PVC material and a 26.6% reduction in total energy use and GHG emissions compared 

to the original design.  
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Dandy et al. (2008) were some of the first authors to consider sustainability objectives in 

conjunction with least-cost optimization. In this study, a single-objective GA is used to identify 

the influence of optimizing water distribution systems for embodied energy (EE) on pipe material 

selection, and a multi-objective GA is used to identify the Pareto optimal trade-off between total 

cost (capital cost of pipes) and total EE. The authors used EE tables produced by Ambrose et al. 

(2002) using a combination of published data and actual factory manufacturing data specific to 

Australia. At the moment, accurate information on these factors is not available for pipes 

manufactured in Canada. The optimization models were applied to a simple 14-pipe network. The 

decision variables considered were pipe diameter and pipe material selection. As would be 

expected, the design optimized for least-cost had a lower total present value cost and a higher 

total EE in comparison to the design optimized for minimum total EE. The results of the multi-

objective Pareto optimal front permitted the authors to identify a compromise solution (i.e. 

neither the minimum cost nor minimum EE solution). The best compromise solution was found to 

represent an 8.0% reduction in total EE for a 4.4% increase in cost compared to the minimum 

cost solution.  

 

Herstein et al. (2009a, 2009b) incorporated a number of environmental measures into an index-

based method to account for local, regional and global non-renewable resource consumption, 

GHG emissions, and emissions to air, land, and water. The environmental impact index was 

integrated into a multi-objective GA and applied to the design of the well-known Anytown 

network. Design alternatives were compared on the basis of environmental index and cost. 

Results of this study showed that the magnitude of the environmental impact index was mainly 

influenced by pumping energy, and to a much lesser extent, by pipe diameter.  
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Wu et al. (2008, 2010) utilized a non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm (NSGA-II) to explore 

the impacts of minimizing both total present value cost and mass of GHG emissions, resulting 

from pipe manufacture and pump operation, on water distribution system design. Capital GHG 

emissions were calculated using a constant GHG emission factor and pipe EE values published in 

Ambrose et al. (2002). The optimization model was applied to a simple four-pipe hypothetical 

network. A sensitivity analysis was conducted using different discount rates of 0%, 1.4%, 2%, 

6%, 8% and a declining discount rate in present value analysis for computing both system 

pumping cost and the mass of GHG emissions. In this study the authors were able to show that 

the trade-offs between the least-cost and minimum GHG objectives can vary when different 

discount rates are used, and that the use of different discount rates can sometimes lead to different 

final solutions.  

 

Wu et al. (2009) investigated whether the introduction of carbon pricing under an emissions 

trading scheme will make the use of a multi-objective optimization approach obsolete. In this 

study market-based carbon costs and social costs of carbon ranging from $10 to $120 (AUS $) 

per tonne CO2-e were investigated. A discount rate of 8% was assumed for the present value 

analysis cost (capital and operating), while the authors chose to discount GHG emission costs 

(both market-based and social costs of carbon) using a zero discount rate. The single-objective 

and multi-objective optimization models were applied to size simple one-pipe and eight-pipe 

hypothetical networks.  
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The study found that for single-objective optimization, higher carbon prices resulted in network 

solutions with larger pipe diameters. For multi-objective optimization, carbon prices were found 

to have no impact on the ordered set of optimal solutions along the Pareto-optimal front. 

However, multi-objective optimization results showed significant trade-offs between system cost 

and GHG emission cost objectives. For example, in the one-pipe case study, when a carbon price 

of $120 per tonne CO2-e is used, from Design 1 (the lowest cost design) to Design 2, a $13,100 

increase in system cost results in a $1.7 million reduction in GHG emission cost. While the 

results are certainly dramatic, one could argue that the discounting mechanism, that is discounting 

system costs by 8% and GHG emission costs by zero percent, has served to over inflate the trade-

off between the two objectives. Based on the results of the case studies the authors identify the 

advantages and disadvantages associated with single- and multi-objective optimization 

approaches. The authors found one of the most significant drawbacks of the single-objective 

optimization approach is the implicit weighting that is introduced into the objective function 

evaluation process when the two objectives are combined into one.  

 

2.6 Remaining Research Questions in Sustainable Water Systems 

To date, a handful of authors have proposed incorporating sustainability criteria into the least-cost 

optimization problem as part of either a single- or multi-objective GA. While studies by Dandy et 

al. (2006, 2008), Herstein et al. (2009a, 2009b) and Wu et al. (2008, 2009, 2010) have shown 

incorporating sustainability criteria into the optimization problem can result in significant 

tradeoffs between environmental considerations and total-cost, the findings are the result of case 

studies that have been limited to simple hypothetical networks and branched transmission 

systems. There has yet to be a study that has explored the influence of sustainability 
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considerations on a “real-world” water distribution networks. The difficulty with drawing 

conclusions on the basis of results derived from hypothetical networks is that these systems lack 

the complexity of “real-world” networks and the performance of these systems is often highly 

dependent on design parameters, such as future water demand, that can be arbitrarily chosen by 

the authors. Also lacking from current research is the application of sustainable optimization 

approaches to water distribution expansion problems. The studies by Wu et al. (2008, 2009, 2010) 

have focused exclusively on the optimization of new one- to eight-pipe simple hypothetical water 

distribution networks. 

 

Also lacking from current research is an evaluation of sustainability considerations on the 

optimization of Canadian water distribution systems. Specifically, to date, no research has been 

conducted to investigate the influence of discount rate and carbon price uncertainty on Canadian 

water distribution infrastructure investments. Studies conducted by Dandy et al. (2006, 2008) and 

Wu et al. (2008, 2009, 2010) have focused solely on the influence of sustainability criteria on the 

optimization of Australian systems. The results of the aforementioned studies rely on the 

calculation of operating costs and GHG emissions using electricity prices and GHG emission 

intensity factors that are specific to Australia. Canadian energy prices and GHG emission 

intensity factors vary greatly from Australian values as a result of the regional energy mix. This is 

evident when comparing the 2006 Australian emission intensity factor used by Wu et al. (2010) 

which was reported to be 1.042 kg CO2-e per kWh, to the Canadian emission intensity factor for 

the year 2006 which was 0.218 kg CO2-e per kWh (NEB 2007).  
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The studies by Dandy et al. (2006, 2008) and Wu et al. (2008, 2009, 2010) have also assumed a 

constant GHG emission intensity factor for design horizons of 50 to 100 years. In reality, GHG 

emission intensity factors vary over time with changes in the energy mix. The Canadian GHG 

emission intensity factor, for instance, is expected to decline significantly over the next 50 years 

as the proportion of electricity supplied by hydroelectric, nuclear, natural gas and “green energy” 

is increased (NEB 2007). The GHG emission intensity factor has significant implications on the 

total mass of GHG emitted, and therefore, it is possible that the influence of discount rate and 

carbon price uncertainty on Canadian infrastructure investments could be less dramatic than what 

has been suggested by Wu et al. (2008, 2009, 2010). In addition, no studies to date have evaluated 

the influence of proposed Canadian market-based carbon price trajectories on municipal 

infrastructure investments. Further research is needed to explore the influence of discount rate 

and carbon price uncertainty on Canadian water distribution system infrastructure investments. 

2.7 Summary 

Over the past 30 years researchers have developed numerous enumerative, linear and nonlinear 

optimization techniques for the least-cost optimization of water distribution system design and 

expansion. In contrast to earlier models, GAs are computationally efficient and have the 

capability to yield optimal and near-optimal solutions even in the case of complex, nonlinear and 

discrete optimization problems. Current literature incorporating sustainability considerations into 

single- and multi-objective GA optimization approaches has suggested that significant tradeoffs 

between water distribution system environmental impact and total-cost can be achieved. 

However, before sustainable optimization research can begin to affect Canadian infrastructure 

investments further research is needed to investigate sustainability considerations on “real-world” 

Canadian water distribution expansion problems. 
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Chapter 3 

Uncertainty in Future Discount Rates and Carbon Prices and Its Impact 

on Water Distribution Network Design 

Chapter 3 discusses the arguments concerning uncertainty in proposed discount rates and carbon 

prices for the present value analysis of infrastructure projects with GHG implications. In Chapter 

3 a range of discount rates and carbon prices reflective of potential Canadian climate change 

mitigation strategies are identified. With a monetary price expected to be levied on fossil fuel 

derived electricity, the conventional “real-world” single-objective least-cost optimization problem 

is expanded to include greenhouse gas (GHG) emission costs from fossil fuel derived electricity 

used for pumping. The single-objective optimization approach was applied to size the one-pipe 

Amherstview-Odessa transmission main in Loyalist Township, Ontario. The design problem was 

solved using complete enumeration and the hydraulic solver EPANET2. The design horizon 

considered for the case study was 100 years with GHG emissions calculated using a constant 

GHG emission intensity factor over the life of the project. For consistency with “real-world” 

municipal planning practices a constant electricity price was assumed.    

 

3.1 Abstract 

One of the most contentious and controversial issues surrounding the present value analysis of 

design projects is choosing an appropriate discount rate and discounting procedure. This is 

especially true for projects with greenhouse gas (GHG) implications as the benefits of avoided 

GHG damage are often realized much later than the costs imposed on the economy to reduce 
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GHG emissions today. Water utilities can release GHG emissions when they construct, retrofit, 

and operate their water distribution systems. The implications of discount rate and carbon price 

uncertainty on water distribution system design are evaluated in this Chapter using the 

Amherstview-Odessa water transmission system. The Amherstview-Odessa water transmission 

design example results indicate that the level of discount rate significantly affects the total cost of 

a design solution. A carbon tax was found to influence both total cost and the pipe sizing of 

design solutions, when long-term costs were discounted with a low discount rate. 

3.2 Introduction 

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) – arguably the world’s foremost 

scientific authority on climate change – has concluded with very high confidence that the primary 

source of the increased atmospheric concentration of carbon dioxide (CO2) since the pre-

industrial period is from anthropogenic fossil fuel use (IPCC 2007a). While there is significant 

scientific evidence to support the argument that global climate change is occurring and that it is 

being induced by anthropogenic emissions of CO2, methane and other GHGs, gaps in available 

climate change data have created disagreement among researchers over the scale and timing of 

GHG abatement (IPCC 2007a). Balancing environmental and economic considerations, the 

Government of Canada has committed itself to medium-term and long-term GHG emission 

reduction targets of 20% below 2006 levels by 2020, and 65% below 2006 levels by 2050 

(Environment Canada 2007). While the Canadian Regulatory Framework for Air Emissions 

identifies specific carbon prices required for short-term GHG reductions, there is a great deal of 

uncertainty regarding emission prices for long-term mitigation (Environment Canada 2007).  
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The water industry in Canada will likely experience a carbon cost levy (e.g., a carbon tax is 

already in place in Quebec and British Columbia) on fossil fuel-derived electricity (such as coal 

and natural gas) used during the manufacture of pipes and other components and operation of 

water distribution systems, as well as on liquid fuels like diesel and gasoline which are needed to 

operate machinery in transport, installation, maintenance and disposal activities. The magnitude 

and long-term uncertainty of a carbon pricing policy in Canada could have significant 

implications on water distribution system capital planning decisions that are made today. A 

carbon cost levied on fossil fuel-derived electricity and liquid fuels will create an incentive for 

water utilities to design systems that satisfy sustainability criteria such as minimizing carbon 

emissions, in addition to satisfying traditional cost and hydraulic performance criteria.  

 

Efficient investment in water distribution system infrastructure for the reduction of GHG 

emissions will require the selection of an appropriate discount rate as the benefits of GHG 

mitigation accrue decades or even centuries into the future. Determining the appropriate discount 

rate for projects with GHG implications has been a source of contention among economists for 

nearly two decades. According to the IPCC, the arguments for a higher or lower discount rate 

often turn around questions of ethics and efficiency: how to discount the welfare of future 

generations? How to discount future pollution? Weitzman (2007) argues that “the higher the 

interest rate the stronger the desire to move toward getting more pleasure now at the expense of 

postponing more pain until later.” While economists like Schneider (2007) suggest that near-zero 

discounting artificially magnifies how much we would be willing to spend today in order to avoid 

losses in the future.  These two opposing views reflect the current quandary of water utilities in 

reaching capital rehabilitation and replacement decisions in a manner that balances the financial 
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exigencies and constraints of today with energy use, GHG emission, and climate change risks and 

potential losses in the future. The objective of this Chapter is to discuss, from a Canadian 

perspective, the arguments concerning uncertainty in proposed discount rates and carbon prices 

for the present value (PV) analysis of infrastructure projects with GHG implications.  

 

This Chapter is organized as follows. In the following section, published projections of future 

climate change will be presented. Thereafter, the effect of discount rate on present value analysis 

of future climate change costs will be explored. Arguments for and against lower discount rates 

and business-as-usual (BAU) discounting will then be presented. Current provincial carbon tax 

regimes in Quebec and British Columbia, and NRTEE-recommended national carbon price 

trajectories will then be considered. The Chapter will conclude with a design example that 

examines the influence of uncertain discount rates and carbon prices on capital improvement 

decisions in the Amherstview-Odessa water transmission pipeline in Loyalist Township, Ontario, 

Canada. 

3.3 Future Climate Change 

Climate change is defined by the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change 

(UNFCCC) as “a change of climate that is attributed directly or indirectly to human activity that 

alters the composition of the global atmosphere and that is in addition to natural climate 

variability observed over comparable time periods.” (UNFCCC 2007). Under the terms of the 

Kyoto Protocol, Canada is required to meet climate change goals by reducing GHG emissions to 

a level of 6% below 1990 levels in the period of 2008-2012. In 2006, total annual GHG emissions 

in Canada amounted to 721 Megatonnes (Mt) CO2-e, which is 29.1% above Canada’s Kyoto 

target of 558.4 Mt. Fuel combustion and fugitive emissions accounted for 81% of Canada’s total 
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annual GHG emissions for 2006. In terms of GHG emission increases, Canada ranked first among 

the G8 countries over the period of 1990 to 2004 (Statistics Canada 2008). Under the IPCC 

(2000) business-as-usual (BAU) emission scenario, NRTEE (2007) projections indicate that in 

the absence of government interventions, Canada’s GHG emissions in 2020 could be in the order 

of 65% greater than 1990 levels and more than double 1990 levels by 2050. Globally, the 

atmospheric concentration of CO2 has increased by about 30% since the Industrial Revolution, 

from 280 parts per million (ppm) in the late 1700s to about 384 ppm today (Environment Canada 

2008).  Further, the IPCC (2007a) BAU scenario suggests that baseline GHG stocks could almost 

triple from pre-industrial levels by the end of the century resulting in a possible global average 

warming of 1.4 to 5.8°C between 1990 and 2100. 

 

While most GHGs have both natural and anthropogenic sources, the IPCC has assessed with very 

high confidence that the primary source of the increased atmospheric concentration of CO2 since 

the pre-industrial period results from fossil fuel use (IPCC 2007a). As a result of changes in the 

atmospheric concentration of GHGs over the last century, there has been an observed increase in 

the average global surface temperature of +0.74°C (IPCC 2007a). Statistics Canada (2008) 

reports that average annual temperatures in Canada have increased by +1.4°C over the period of 

1948 to 2007. Long-term temperature changes are expected to vary seasonally and regionally 

across Canada. Seasonally, more significant temperature increases are projected to occur in 

winter months while regionally, the Arctic and the southern and central Prairies are projected to 

experience the most warming (Environment Canada 2008). 
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IPCC (2007b) models also suggest that as a result of climate change, most of Canada will 

experience less precipitation in summer months and increased precipitation in winter months. 

Extreme precipitation events are also expected to become more frequent, increasing the risk of 

not only flooding, but also droughts. Many regions in Canada are also expected to experience 

more frequent and severe summer heat waves and a corresponding increase in water demand 

(Statistics Canada 2008). The effects of warmer temperatures on urban water infrastructure are 

expected to be compounded further by aging infrastructure and population growth (NRC 2004). 

3.4 Present Value Analysis and Discount Rates in Infrastructure Projects with GHG 

Implications 

There is ongoing debate among researchers over how fast we should react to the threat of global 

warming and the extent of policy impacts to reduce GHG emissions.  Central to this debate in 

public infrastructure projects, such as water supply and distribution systems, is the choice of 

discount rate in present value analysis (PVA) and cost-benefit analysis.  The discount rate has 

significant implications on the economic analysis of public infrastructure projects. As such, 

choosing an appropriate discount rate and discounting procedure to reduce GHG emissions and 

mitigate climate change effects has been one of the most contentious and controversial issues 

surrounding PVA. According to Weitzman (2007) “it is not an exaggeration to say that the 

biggest uncertainty of all in the economics of climate change is the uncertainty about which 

interest rate to use for discounting.” 

  

The higher the discount rate the more weight is placed on the costs and benefits at present in 

comparison to the costs and benefits in the future (Lee et al. 1998). With high discount rates, the 

climate-related environmental impacts and costs that take place in the distant future have little or 
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no influence on the net PV of a project. Conversely, low discount rates place more weight on 

costs and benefits in the distant future in comparison to the costs and benefits at present. If the 

discount rate is too low it could lead to too much investment in the control of potential climate 

change impacts at the expense of possibly more efficient or better uses of resources today (Rao 

2000). According to Sterner and Persson (2008) the debate over a suitable discount rate “cuts to 

the core of many fundamental questions regarding global environmental change: how much 

weight should we put on the welfare of future versus current generations? Will growth continue 

so that future generations are all richer than we are today? How important is the distribution of 

impacts (i.e., how should we value costs that disproportionately fall upon the poor or the rich)?” 

Specific arguments put forward by researchers for low discount rates versus BAU discount rates 

will be explored in detail in subsequent sections. 

 

There is general agreement among researchers that public projects should be discounted at the 

social discount rate. The social discount rate is defined as the minimum real rate of return that a 

public investment must earn if it is to be worthwhile undertaking (Boardman et al. 2008). In the 

context of economic decision making for public projects, a worthwhile undertaking is one in 

which the benefits of investing in the project are greater than the benefits that could have been 

achieved if the investment were made elsewhere. The typical method used by governments and 

organizations for valuing future costs and benefits is by means of a constant discount rate, 

generally in the order of 2 to 10% (Rambaud and Torrecilla 2005). Selecting an appropriate 

discount rate has been a policy issue in Canada for many years (Jenkins and Kuo 2007). Until 

recently, the social discount rate that federal agencies were required to use was an annual real 

value of 10% (Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat 1998). Based on work by economists 
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Jenkins and Kuo (2007), the discount rate for Canada was re-estimated and the Treasury Board of 

Canada Secretariat (2007) interim report is now recommending a real rate of approximately 8%, 

with the acknowledgement that discount rates as low as 3% may be appropriate for projects with 

intergenerational circumstances.  

 

According to Boardman et al. (2008) Canada’s reduction in social discount rate is at least a partial 

reflection of research and policy trends in other countries. For instance, in 2003, the United 

Kingdom became the first government to recommend a declining discount rate for evaluating 

intergenerational projects (Her Majesty’s Treasury 2003). Her Majesty’s Treasury (2003) 

recommends a discount rate of 3.5% for 1 to 30 years, a 3% rate for 31 to 75 years, a 2.5% rate 

for 76 to 125 years, a 2% rate for 125 to 200 years, 1.5% for 201 to 300 years, and 1% for longer 

periods. Similarly, in 2004, France replaced its constant discount rate of 8% with a 4% discount 

rate that decreases to 2% for longer maturities (IPCC 2007c).    

 

To illustrate the dramatic effect of various discount rates on PVA, consider a project with a series 

of $100,000 per annum carbon tax payments over a period of 100 years. From the results 

presented in Table 3.1, it is evident that for conventional discount rates in the range of 5% to 

10%, future environmental costs are significantly discounted and given little weight in the PVA 

calculations. The conflict between long-term environmental policy and standard discounting is 

described by Lind (1990) as “regardless of how small the cost today of preventing an 

environmental catastrophe that will eventually wipe out the entire economy, it would not be worth 

this cost to the present generation if the benefits in the future are sufficiently distant.” To put this 

in perspective, when environmental costs in the example above are discounted at 10%, the 
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resulting total PV is less than one-tenth of the total PV of costs discounted at 0%. In contrast, 

near-zero discount rates give significantly more weight to environmental costs occurring in the 

distant future. 

Table 3.1: Impact of discounting a $100,000 annual carbon tax payment over 100 years. 

 

3.4.1 The Case for a Lower Discount Rate 

The issue of discounting climate change impacts has effectively divided economists into two 

camps: those who are in support of lower discount rates and those who are in support of BAU 

discounting. Within the two camps, there is further divide over the appropriate discount rate and 

discounting mechanism. One of the earliest pioneers in the discount rate dispute, William R. 
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Cline, argued in the 1992 publication The Economics of Global Warming that discount rates in 

the range of 5 to 10%, often used in public investment project analysis, are inappropriate for 

analysis of very long-term environmental effects, despite their frequent use (Cline 1992). Cline 

and authors including Stern et al. (2006) and Sterner and Persson (2008) contend that issues of 

risk, uncertainty and ethics provide a foundation for low and declining discount rates. According 

to Dietz and Stern (2008) we must understand the risks of action compared to the risks of inaction 

when discounting climate change impacts. When a low discount rate is used, we risk an 

irreversible commitment to capital that reduces GHG emissions. If it is later discovered that 

climate change poses a lesser threat than anticipated, we will have needlessly invested in GHG-

efficient capital and processes. However, Dietz and Stern (2008) contend that if a high discount 

rate is used, we risk an irreversible (i.e. locked-in) investment in energy- and carbon-intensive 

capital that produces GHG emissions. If it is later discovered that climate change poses a greater 

threat than anticipated, meeting stabilization targets will become more costly as much more rapid 

GHG reductions will have to be made. Dietz and Stern (2008) argue that when the risks of 

climate change are evaluated appropriately and in light of an explicit ethical discussion, it 

becomes much more important to avoid an irreversible commitment to energy- and carbon- 

intensive capital in the next decade or two, than to avoid an irreversible commitment to mitigation 

capital.  

 

The risks of climate change also mean that we cannot assume that economic growth will continue 

on its present trajectory if emissions continue to follow BAU (Dietz and Stern 2008). Gollier et 

al. (2008) claim that climate change will introduce costs that will eventually depress the growth 

rate resulting in discount rates that decrease with time. According to Gollier et al. (2008) 
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declining discount rates are also theoretically justified by uncertainty about future economic 

conditions. That is to say, if economic uncertainty increases with the time period under 

consideration, the precautionary saving motive increases the incentive to save and as a result the 

required rate of return on investment is lowered (Pearce et al. 2003). In addition to economic 

uncertainty, Weitzman (2007) suggests that uncertainty surrounding extreme climate events can 

lead to the use of lower discount rates as investors are disproportionately afraid of rare disasters.  

As Weitzman (2007) explains, “people are willing to pay high premiums for relatively safe stores 

of value that might represent “catastrophe insurance” against out-of-sample or newly evolved 

rare disasters.”   

 

Ethical considerations of intergenerational and intragenerational equity also come into play when 

justifying lower discount rates. Intergenerational equity requires that future generations be treated 

equally with the present generations through near-zero discount rates. To Arrow (1995) the fact 

that an individual will be alive at some future time instead of today does not seem like a morally 

relevant distinction. Intragenerational equity requires that communities and nations within one 

generation be treated equally. According to Conceição et al. (2007), a low discount rate implies 

that affluent populations are adverse to intragenerational inequity. As indicated in the Stern 

Review, the impacts of climate change are expected to fall disproportionately on developing 

regions as developing regions are, on average, warmer than developed regions. They also 

typically experience high rainfall variability and rely heavily on agriculture – the most climate-

sensitive of all economic sectors (Stern et al. 2006). The Stern Review therefore concludes that 

there is a double inequality in climate change that must be accounted for in the discount rate: 

historically developed countries have produced the majority of GHG emissions, and therefore 
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have a special responsibility for the state of the world, whereas the consequences of GHG 

emissions will fall particularly hard on developing countries (Stern et al. 2006).  

 

On the basis of the aforementioned arguments, the Stern Review advocates the use of a constant 

near-zero discount rate of 1.4%. To Weitzman (2007), the use of a constant near-zero discount 

rate is akin to “declaring immediate all-out war on greenhouse gas emissions.” Instead, 

Weitzman suggests that we would do better to steadily but surely ramp up GHG cuts over the 

next decade or two with a discount rate that decreases systematically with time. 

3.4.2 The Case for Business-as-Usual Discounting 

Opponents of the argument for low discount rates cite substantial uncertainty about the extent of 

global climate change costs and the likelihood that these costs will occur in the far distant future 

as justification for BAU CO2-e emissions. Carter et al. (2006) are highly critical of the science 

behind the Stern Review and the “over-confident” conclusions that are drawn about the 

prospective course of GHG concentrations and global warming. The authors claim that if a 

comparison is made with the global average temperature statistic since 1860, then the late 

twentieth-century warming is similar in both amount and rate to an earlier (natural) warming 

between 1905 and 1940. Thus, Carter et al. (2006) conclude that the Stern Review’s claim that 

“An overwhelming body of scientific evidence indicates that the Earth’s climate is rapidly 

changing, predominantly as a result of increases in greenhouse gases caused by human 

activities,” is “without foundation.” Dasgupta (2006) also reach the conclusion that “the strong, 

immediate action on climate change advocated by the authors [Stern] is an implication of their 

views on intergenerational equity; it isn't driven so much by the new climatic facts the authors 

have stressed.”  
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Those in favour of BAU discounting also cite issues of ethics in support of their argument. 

However, unlike the argument for the ethical treatment of future generations made by authors like 

Arrow (1995) and Stern et al. (2006), Gollier et al. (2008) argue that high discount rates should be 

used for the ethical treatment of current generations. Gollier et al. (2008) reason that economic 

growth will make future generations richer or much richer than we are, therefore, it is unfair to 

devote current resources from the poor to increase the well-being of the future rich. Byatt et al. 

(2006) argue that because our knowledge of future events becomes more uncertain as the time 

horizon is extended, discount rates should if anything increase rather than diminish with time.  

According to Nordhaus (2007), the idea is not that climate change should not be taken seriously, 

but that it would be more equitable and efficient to invest in physical and human capital now, so 

as to build up the productive base of economies, and divert funds to meet the problems of climate 

change at a later year. With global per capita consumption currently around $10,000 (2007 

dollars), and estimated by the Stern Review to grow to around $130,000 (2007 dollars) in two 

centuries, the ethical stance that we have a duty to reduce current consumption by a substantial 

amount to improve the welfare of the rich future generations is not very persuasive to economists 

like Nordhaus. Nordhaus (2007) concludes that, “despite the serious threats to the global 

economy posed by climate change, little should be done to reduce carbon emissions in the near 

future; that controls on carbon should be put into effect in an increasing, but gradual manner, 

starting several decades from now.”   
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3.5 Carbon Pricing in Infrastructure Projects with GHG Implications 

The social cost of carbon (SCC) measures the full cost today of an incremental unit of carbon (or 

equivalent amount of other GHGs) by summing the full cost of the damage it imposes over the 

whole of its time in the atmosphere (Downing et al. 2005). Estimates of the SCC are particularly 

sensitive to assumptions about future economic development, the range and likelihood of 

economic and social damage arising from climate change at future dates and the discount rate to 

apply to that damage. As a result, the valuation of emission reduction costs can be controversial, 

and requires a level of sophisticated analysis that IPCC (2007c) finds is still mostly lacking in a 

climate change context. According to Downing et al. (2005), since discount rates are derived 

from ethical considerations and value judgements, the SCC cannot be considered an objective, 

definitive number, but rather the result of subjective, negotiated, societal decisions. Tol (2005) 

assessed SCC uncertainty by combining estimates of the marginal damage costs of CO2-e 

emissions from 28 publications to form a probability density function (PDF). When the results 

from the 28 studies were combined, the PDF was found to have a mode of US$2 per tonne CO2-e, 

a median of US$14 per tonne, a mean of US$93 per tonne, and a 95th percentile of US$350 per 

tonne. Stern et al. (2006) suggests that the SCC today, if we remain on a BAU trajectory, and 

incorporate recent evidence of risk, is of the order of US$85 per tonne CO2-e. 

 

Policy makers in Canada are beginning to develop climate change mitigation strategies that 

incorporate carbon pricing schemes with the aim of achieving substantial emission reductions by 

2020 and beyond. In October of 2007, the province of Quebec became the first province in 

Canada, and the first jurisdiction in North America, to impose a carbon tax (Government of 

Quebec 2008). The carbon tax is one mechanism that the Quebec government is using to cut its 
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output of GHGs by 6% from 1990 levels to meet Canada’s Kyoto obligations. Quebec’s origin-

based carbon tax amounts to $0.008 on every litre of gasoline sold in Quebec, $0.009 on each 

litre of diesel fuel, $0.0096 on every litre of light heating oil and $8.00 per metric ton for coal.  

 

The tax applies to approximately 50 large emitters, which operate primarily in the gasoline, 

heating oil, electricity and natural gas sectors. The tax is expected to generate approximately $200 

million a year in revenue, with electricity distributor Hydro-Québec expected to contribute $4.5 

million annually (Séguin 2007). While electricity purchasers and end-users of fossil fuels are not 

targeted directly by the carbon tax, it is likely that the petroleum industry and Quebec’s electricity 

and natural gas utilities will roll their tax costs in with other costs when they seek rate increases 

(Dougherty 2006).   

 

In 2008, the province of British Columbia (B.C.) enacted the Carbon Tax Act to become the 

second province in Canada to implement a carbon tax (B.C. Government, 2008). B.C.’s revenue-

neutral destination-based (consumer-based) carbon tax applies to virtually all fossil fuels, 

including: gasoline, diesel, natural gas, coal, propane, and home heating fuel. Biofuels and 

renewable energy, such as biodiesel, ethanol and biomass are not subject to the carbon tax. Under 

the B.C. carbon tax regime, emission prices start at $10 per tonne CO2-e for 2008, and increase to 

$15 per tonne in 2009, $20 per tonne in 2010, $25 per tonne in 2011 and $30 per tonne in 2012. 

Beyond the year 2012 the tax rate increase is to be determined by the government of the day. The 

specific tax rates will vary for each type of fuel depending on the amount of CO2-e released as a 

result of its combustion. For example, the carbon tax rate for coal (Canadian bituminous) after 

July 1, 2009 will be $31.18 per tonne, while the carbon tax rate for coal (sub-bituminous) will be 
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$26.58 per tonne. The carbon tax is expected to represent just over 8% of the effort required to 

reach B.C.’s goal of reducing GHG emissions 33% below 2007 levels by 2020 (with carbon 

prices beyond 2012 assumed to stay at $30 per tonne). 

 

With Quebec imposing an origins-based carbon tax, and B.C. imposing a destination-based 

carbon tax, there are some researchers who believe the stage has been set for an interprovincial 

“battle royal” on both economic and political fronts (Courchene and Allan 2008). According to 

Courchene and Allan (2008) a national carbon pricing policy is the appropriate integration 

approach to avoid interprovincial dissonance over alternative policy approaches to climate 

change. In October 2006, the federal Government of Canada moved closer towards a national 

GHG mitigation policy by introducing Canada’s Clean Air Act to Parliament along with the 

Notice of Intent to Develop and Implement Regulations and Other Measures to Reduce Air 

Emissions. The Act strengthened the Government’s ability to take action to reduce air emissions 

(beyond voluntary measures), and the Notice committed the Government to developing and 

implementing regulations for industrial GHG and air pollutant emission reductions. Following up 

on the Notice, in April 2007, the Government of Canada released its Turning the Corner plan to 

reduce GHG and air pollution and the Regulatory Framework for Air Emissions.  The documents 

commit Canada to very specific short-term action to achieve reductions of both air pollutants and 

GHG emissions and identifies medium- and long-term GHG emission reduction targets of 20% 

below 2006 levels by 2020, and by 65% below 2006 levels by 2050 (Environment Canada 2007).  

 

While the Framework identifies short-term actions to achieve GHG reductions prior to 2020, it 

does not specify medium- or long-term actions to achieve emission reductions targets beyond that 
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date. A key element of the Framework is emissions intensity targets for industrial emitters and 

their associated compliance mechanisms. One such compliance mechanism that industrial 

facilities can use to meet part of their regulatory obligations is contributing to a climate change 

technology fund. Emitters can pay a fee into the fund at a rate of $15 per tonne CO2-e from 2010 

to 2012, $20 per tonne in 2013 and increasing yearly thereafter at the rate of growth of nominal 

GDP. Industrial facilities can use the fund to meet 70% of their total regulatory obligation in 

2010, falling to 65% in 2012, 55% in 2013, 50% in 2014, 40% in 2015, 10% in 2017, and finally 

0% by 2018 as the fund is phased out (Environment Canada 2007).   

 

In November 2006, the Government of Canada made a request to the NRTEE to provide advice 

on how Canada could achieve significant long-term reductions in GHG emissions and air 

pollutants by 2050. In particular the NRTEE was asked to examine the implications of long-term 

GHG emission reductions of 45% to 65% from current levels by 2050. In response, in 2007, the 

NRTEE released their advisory report entitled Getting to 2050: Canada’s Transition to a Low-

emission Future. The most central recommendation made in the advisory report is for the 

Government of Canada to establish an economy-wide price on carbon as soon as possible in order 

to create the long-term predictability required for investment decisions made today. NRTEE 

(2007) found that an economy-wide emission price policy will need to be the main GHG-

reduction policy lever, as emission prices are the most cost-effective mechanism for encouraging 

investment in higher efficiency and lower emission technologies and processes.  

 

To generate alternative GHG emissions price trajectories, NRTEE (2007) evaluated four GHG 

emission reduction scenarios for two different targets (“shallow” 45%, and “deep” 65%), and two 
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different GHG price path scenarios (“slow” and “fast”). A “slow” start sought a pathway to meet 

the 2050 target by stabilizing emissions to 2005 levels in 2020. While a “fast” start also met the 

2050 target, but aimed to reduce emissions in 2020 in the order of 20% below 2005 levels 

(NRTEE, 2007). The four price trajectories are shown below in Figure 3.1. 

 

 

Figure 3.1: GHG emission price trajectories for each NRTEE policy scenario (NRTEE 2007). 

 

NRTEE (2007) modelling suggests that for the 45% and the 65% targets, the “slow” start requires 

a significantly higher emission price in the latter years to compensate for low prices in the former 

years. Conversely, the “fast” start requires a higher emission price in the medium-term (2020), 

which results in lower emission prices over the long-term and results in greater emission 

reductions in the earlier period. The federal government’s emission reduction commitments made 

in the Framework match those of the NRTEE’s “fast and deep” scenario. NRTEE (2007) 

modelling suggests that GHG prices in the range of $10 to $270 (in 2003 Canadian dollars) per 
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tonne of CO2-e are required to attain a reduction of 20% from 2005 levels by 2020, and 65% 

below 2005 levels by 2050 if Canada were to meet the targets using domestic actions only. 

NRTEE (2007) found these prices to be similar to global GHG emissions prices suggested by the 

IPCC (2007c). IPCC (2007c) suggests that GHG prices in the range of US$15 to $130 per tonne 

CO2-e are required to attain a global reduction of approximately 20% from 2005 levels by 2050. 

It is important to note however, that a great deal of uncertainty exists regarding the price of GHG 

mitigation. At higher carbon prices, there is no way to accurately predict how the markets will 

react or how innovation will accelerate in response (NRTEE 2007). As a result, all emission 

prices predicted beyond the year 2025 are speculative (NRTEE 2007).    

3.6 Design Example: Amherstview-Odessa Water Transmission System 

3.6.1 Problem Formulation 

The implications of discount rate and carbon price uncertainty on the evaluation of a public-sector 

infrastructure project like a water distribution system are illustrated though a design example of 

the Amherstview-Odessa water transmission system. The optimization approach developed in this 

Chapter aims to identify design solutions that minimize the cost of the water transmission pipe, 

the cost of pumping water, and the cost of a carbon permit price levied on electricity used for 

pumping water in the Amherstview-Odessa transmission main system. The Amherstview-Odessa 

transmission main design is optimized using complete enumeration with design solutions 

analyzed using the EPANET2 hydraulic solver. The single-objective optimization approach is 

formulated as follows 

 

Minimize: 
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  = Capital Operating CarbonTotal Cost C C C+ +                   (3.1) 

 

where CCapital = cost of new pipe ($); COperating = PV cost of electricity for pumping ($); and CCarbon 

= PV cost of GHG emissions generated in electricity production for pumping ($). Capital cost 

(CCapital) is calculated as  

 

                         (3.2) 

 

where Cp(di, Li) = cost of new pipe i with diameter di and length Li;  

 

Operating costs (COperating) and carbon costs (CCarbon) occur annually throughout the design life of 

the project and are calculated with net present value (NPV) analysis. Operating costs are 

calculated as  

( ),

1 1

PMP T

Operating p t

p t

C PV PE EC
= =

= ∗∑∑                 (3.3) 

 

where PMP = number of existing pumps in the network; T = number of years in the design life of 

the project; PEp,t = annual electricity consumption of pump p in year t (kWh); and EC = price of 

electricity ($/kWh). The mass of GHGs emitted over the design life of a water network can be 

calculated as follows 

( ),

1 1

*
PMP T

e p t t

p t

GHG PE EIF
= =

=∑∑                                  (3.4) 
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where GHGe = total GHG mass generated in network operation (tonne CO2-e); and EIFt = GHG 

emission intensity factor for year t (tonne CO2-e/kWh). Carbon costs are calculated using (3.5) 

 

( ),

1 1

* *
PMP T

Carbon p t t t

p t

C PV PE EIF CP
= =

=∑∑
              (3.5) 

 

where CPt = the cost of carbon in year t ($/tonne CO2-e).  

 

Subject To: 

(a) Conservation of mass at nodes and energy conservation around loops: 

in out eQ Q Q− =∑ ∑             (3.6) 

 

0f p

loop loop

h E− =∑ ∑
          (3.7) 

 (b) Minimum pressure requirements: 

,min   for 1,2, ,i ih h i n≥ = …                  (3.8) 

 (c) Maximum velocity constraint: 

,max   for 1, 2, ,i i pV V i N≤ = …

      (3.9) 

 (d) Commercially-available pipe diameter constraints: 

  for 1, 2, ,i pD i N∈ =D …                          (3.10) 
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where Qin = the flow of water into the junction (l/s); Qout = the flow of water out of the junction 

(l/s); and Qe = the demand at the junction node (l/s); hf = headloss in each pipe (m); Ep = pumping 

head (m); hi = pressure head at node i (m); hi,min = minimum pressure head required at node i (m); 

n = number of network nodes; Vi = fluid velocity in pipe i (m/s); Vi,max = maximum allowable 

fluid velocity in pipe i (m/s); Np = number of network pipes; Di = diameter of pipe i (mm); and D 

= set of discrete commercially-available pipe diameters. Although the conservation of mass 

equation is linear, flow equations are represented hydraulically using the nonlinear Hazen-

Williams equation as follows 

1.852

1.852 4.87

10.68
L

LQ
H

C D
=             (3.11) 

where HL = headloss in pipe (m); C = Hazen-Williams pipe roughness coefficient; Q = pipe flow 

(m3/s); L = length of the pipe (m); and D = diameter of the pipe (m) (Rossman 2000). To solve 

the system of nonlinear conservation of mass and energy equations the EPANET2 hydraulic 

solver is employed. EPANET2 uses a “gradient algorithm” to simultaneously solve the 

conservation of mass and energy equations by first assuming flows within the system and then 

following an iterative procedure to arrive at the head and flows for each junction (point of 

demand connecting two or more pipe segments) and pipe in the system (Rossman 2000).   

3.6.2 Problem Description 

The Fairfield Water Treatment Plant (FWTP) located in Amherstview, Ontario, supplies drinking 

water to the Odessa standpipe via a booster pumping station and transmission main. An overview 

of the Amherstview-Odessa water distribution system is shown in Figure 3.2. 
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Figure 3.2: Overview of the Amherstview-Odessa water transmission system. 

 

The objective of the design example is to identify how discount rate and carbon price influence 

water main infrastructure decisions in the Amherstview-Odessa transmission system and the PV 

of long-term pumping energy and carbon tax costs over a 100-year design life. To achieve this 

objective, a sensitivity analysis of discount rate has been carried out at 8%, 3% and 1.4%. For 

each discount rate the effect of no carbon price is compared to the NRTEE carbon price 

trajectories “slow and shallow” and “fast and deep” presented in Table 3.2. For each discount 

rate/carbon price scenario, the transmission main size that meets minimum hydraulic 

requirements and minimizes the PV sum of pipe and pump replacement costs, pump electrical 
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costs and carbon costs is chosen through enumeration.  Pump replacement costs are assumed to 

occur every 20 years.  The cost of electricity is assumed to be 6. 6 cents per kWh, which is the 

average Regulated Price Plan (RPP) electricity consumption price set by the Ontario Energy 

Board (OEB) for November 2008 (OEB 2008). In the most recent National Inventory Report, 

Environment Canada reported the 2006 GHG emission intensity value for Ontario to be 0.218 kg 

CO2-e/kWh (Environment Canada 2008).  

Table 3.2: Carbon price trajectories: “No Tax”, “Slow and Shallow” and “Fast and Deep”. 

 

 

A schematic of the network configuration is shown in Figure 3.3a. Water supplied by the 

Fairfield WTP is represented by a storage reservoir (R1) with a static head of 65 m and water 

demand for Odessa is represented by a node (N1) with an average day demand of 25 L/s. Average 

day demand was modelled as a dynamic extended period simulation using a diurnal curve. The 

diurnal curve, presented in Figure 3.3b, was derived by CH2M Hill (2007) from SCADA data 

obtained for a time period of two weeks (one week in April 2006 and one week in August 2005) 

during which water production at the FWTP was close to normal production. 
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Figure 3.3: a) Schematic of Amherstview-Odessa water transmission system; b) Normal-day 

Fairfield WTP diurnal curve (CH2M Hill 2007). 

 

The minimum pressure required in the system is 245 kPa. The length of the transmission main 

(T1) is 6,300 m (6.3 km) and the Hazen-Williams roughness coefficient is assumed to be 140 for 

each pipe.  The transmission main diameter was selected from six commercially-available IPEX 

DR25 Blue Brute PVC diameters in Table 3.3. The unit cost of IPEX DR25 Blue Brute PVC for 

the six commercially-available PVC diameters in Table 3.3 was obtained from a local PVC pipe 

manufacturer. The booster station consists of three pumps, one emergency diesel Armstrong 

Series 4030 pump and two Armstrong Series 4300 Split Coupled Vertical In-Line 3600 RPM 

pumps (P1 and P2), priced by a commercial retailer at $3,482 each. Pump operation is controlled 

by standpipe (S1) water levels. The stand pipe (S1) is cylindrical in shape with a storage capacity 

of 0.9 ML. The standpipe diameter is 10.36 m and the standpipe height is 10 m. The bottom 

elevation of the standpipe is approximately 36 m. The minimum normal-day operating water level 

is 7.5 m. At a water level of 7.5 m, both pumps (P1 and P2) turn on. When the water level reaches 
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the maximum normal-day operating level of 9.8 m, both pumps are shut off. In the event that the 

water level falls to 4 m, the stand-by emergency pump will turn on. 

Table 3.3: Nominal diameter and unit cost of commercially-available PVC pipe diameters. 

 

 

3.6.3 Results and Discussion 

Table 3.4 presents the chosen transmission main diameter and cost break-down for different 

discount rate and carbon price scenarios. The system cost includes the initial cost of the 

transmission main and the booster pump, as well as the PV cost of pump replacements every 20 

years. Operating costs were calculated using the normal-day diurnal curve (Figure 3.3b), booster 

pump energy consumption rates reported by EPANET2 (Rossman 2000) and the most recent RPP 

electricity price for Ontario. The cost of GHG emissions were calculated using booster pump 

energy consumption rates, the GHG emission intensity for electricity use in Ontario and three 

different carbon price regimes. The results show that a transmission main with a 250 mm 

diameter had the least PV cost for discount rates of 3% and 8%. When the discount rate was 

lowered to 1.4% and a carbon price was introduced, a transmission main with a 300 mm diameter 

produced the least PV cost. Similar results have been presented in Wu et al. (2008). 
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Table 3.4: Design example results for discount rate and carbon price trajectories. 

 

 

The design example results are presented in Figure 3.4. The following can be noted from Table 

3.4 and Figure 3.4: (1) The rate at which long-term energy and GHG costs are discounted 

significantly affects the total cost of a design solution; (2) The more aggressive the carbon price 

trajectory (higher carbon price) the greater the impact of GHG costs on the total cost of a design 

solution; (3) The greater the investment in capital costs the greater the savings in operating and 

GHG costs. This can be seen in Table 3.4 as the 300 mm diameter design solution reduces the 

mass of GHG’s that are emitted over the design life of the project when compared to the 250 mm 

diameter solution. Larger diameter systems have lower long-term operational energy 

requirements as a result of reduced friction losses in the system; (4) The higher the carbon price 

the greater the savings in GHG costs when selecting a large diameter design solution; and (5) The 

advantages of larger diameter design alternatives (i.e., lower pumping and GHG costs) are 

virtually eliminated when Canada’s recommended discount rate of 8% is used.  
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Figure 3.4: Chosen transmission main diameter and cost break-down for different discount rate 

and three carbon price scenarios: (a) “No Tax”; (b) NRTEE “Slow and Shallow”, (c) NRTEE 

“Fast and Deep”. 

3.7 Summary and Conclusions 

The IPCC has assessed with high confidence that climate change is occurring and that it is being 

induced primarily by anthropogenic emissions of GHGs from fossil fuel use. Policy makers in 

Canada are beginning to develop GHG mitigation strategies to meet emission targets of 20% 

below 2006 levels by 2020, and 65% below 2006 levels by 2050. The NRTEE has strongly 

recommended that the Canadian government adopt a national cap-and-trade policy to reduce 

emissions by simulating investment in more efficient technologies and processes.   

 

When a project has long-term costs like energy and GHG costs, questions arise over the 

appropriate level of discounting for PV analysis. This Chapter examines the main arguments for 

low or near-zero discounting which centre on issues of climate change uncertainty, risks of 

extreme events and intergenerational and intragenerational ethics. The arguments for BAU 

discounting also centre on issues of ethics as some researchers believe that the current “poor” 

should not have to sacrifice consumption for the future “rich”, especially when the true costs of 

future climate change are uncertain. 

 

The effect of various discount rates and carbon tax scenarios on “immediate” capital 

infrastructure decisions and long-term operating and GHG costs was illustrated with the 

Amherstview-Odessa transmission main design example. The objective of the design example 

was used to choose a transmission main diameter that met minimum hydraulic requirements and 

minimized PV cost under plausible discount rate and carbon price scenarios. The carbon price 
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trajectories selected for evaluation included “No Tax”, the NRTEE recommended “Fast and 

Deep” and the NRTEE “Slow and Shallow”. The “Slow and Shallow” and “Fast and Deep” 

trajectories were found to increase the impact of GHG costs on total cost. When a discount rate of 

1.4% was selected both carbon price trajectories led to solutions with a larger diameter pipe. This 

is because larger diameter pipes have lower long-term operating and carbon costs, and decreasing 

the discount rate increases the impact of these long-term costs on total cost. This leads to a 

preliminary observation that lower discount rates and a carbon pricing policy in Canada could 

encourage Canadian water utilities to reduce energy consumption and GHG emissions by 

investing in large-diameter design solutions.  
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Chapter 4 

Evaluating the Impact of Climate Change Mitigation Strategies on the 

Optimal Design and Expansion of the Amherstview Ontario Water 

Network: A Canadian Case Study 

In Chapter 3, climate change mitigation scenarios were identified and applied to examine the 

influence of discount rate and carbon price uncertainty on the sizing of the simple Amherstview-

Odessa one-pipe transmission main system. The design horizon used in Chapter 3 was 100 years 

and a constant greenhouse gas (GHG) emission intensity factor was assumed. The results of 

Chapter 3 found that a low discount rate and high carbon price scenario had a significant impact 

on operating energy and GHG emissions for the Amherstview-Odessa system. In Chapter 4, the 

climate change mitigation scenarios are applied to the “real-world” design and expansion of the 

Amherstview water distribution system in Loyalist Township, Ontario. Time-varying carbon 

prices and GHG emission intensity factors are adopted in this Chapter, and the design horizon is 

reduced to 50 years to coincide with available carbon price and GHG emission intensity factor 

projections. The impact of discounting and carbon pricing on GHG reductions for cement-mortar 

lined ductile iron (DCLI) and polyvinyl chloride (PVC) pipe materials are also investigated. 

4.1 Abstract 

The objective of this Chapter is to assess the impact of proposed Canadian climate change 

mitigation policies (discounting and carbon pricing) on cost, energy use and greenhouse gas 

emissions (GHG) in the design/expansion optimization of the Amherstview water distribution 

system in Amherstview, Ontario, Canada. A non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm (NSGA-II) 
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is coupled with the hydraulic solver EPANET2 in a single-objective optimization approach to 

identify network expansion designs that minimize total cost. The single-objective optimization 

approach has been developed as a “real-world” framework that addresses and incorporates 

parameter uncertainty such as electricity price, water demand and ‘C’ factor values as they would 

be handled in a “real-world” optimization problem. The optimization approach is used in a 

parametric analysis to examine the impact of discounting and carbon pricing on GHG reductions 

for cement-mortar lined ductile iron (DCLI) and polyvinyl chloride (PVC) pipe materials. 

Preliminary results indicate that the discount rate and carbon prices investigated had no 

significant influence on energy use and GHG mass in the Amherstview system. This insensitivity 

is attributable to a number of factors including, existing hydraulic capacity in the Amherstview 

system, the application of a single-objective optimization framework, the use of a time-declining 

GHG emission intensity factor, and the exclusion of pipe embodied energy and tank and pump 

sizing from the expansion problem. 

4.2 Introduction 

The water industry is energy- and carbon-intensive. In the US, one estimate indicates that the 

energy used to pump, treat, and heat water is equal to 13% of all US electricity generation 

(Griffiths-Sattenspiel & Wilson 2009). It is estimated that the 60,000 water systems and 15,000 

wastewater systems in the US use approximately 75 billion kWh/yr of electricity which amounts 

to 3% of electricity generated in the US annually (Electric Power Research Institute 1994). Clarke 

et al. (2009) estimated that water provision and water heating account for 6% of all greenhouse 

gases (GHGs) emitted in the UK. In Canada water provision services are carbon-intensive 

primarily because electricity is generated with fossil fuels in many parts of the country (Cuddihy 

et al. 2005). The raw material extraction, material production, manufacturing, transport and 
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installation activities associated with pipes and other components (e.g., water treatment plants, 

pipes, pumps and tanks) are also linked with the use of electricity and liquid fuels (such as diesel 

and gasoline) and the generation of GHGs.  With aging infrastructure, there is an urgent need to 

retrofit and upgrade water networks to maintain a high level of water service to customers in 

Canada. The consideration of GHG emissions in water network design and expansion will be 

increasingly important for water utilities as policy makers in Canada develop climate change 

mitigation policies such as low discount rates and carbon pricing strategies to meet the Canadian 

Government’s 2020 (20% below 2006 levels) and 2050 (65% below 2006 levels) emission 

reduction targets. 

 

The objective of this study is to assess the impact of proposed GHG mitigation strategies (low 

discount rates and carbon pricing) in Canada on cost, energy use and GHG emissions in the 

design/expansion optimization of the Amherstview water distribution system in Loyalist 

Township, Ontario, Canada. The Amherstview case study considers a range of discount rates 

proposed by the Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat and Stern Review and carbon price 

trajectories developed by the Canadian National Round Table on the Environment and the 

Economy (NRTEE). Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) and cement-mortar lined ductile iron (DCLI) pipe 

materials are considered in the optimization of the Amherstview system.  

 

There are a number of parameters in the Amherstview optimization problem that have inherent 

uncertainty, including discount rate, carbon prices and water demand. Due to the unavailability of 

data for the aforementioned parameters it was not possible to describe parameter uncertainty 

using probability density functions. Therefore, rather than evaluating the influence of parameter 
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uncertainty on optimization results using Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) or some other statistical 

sampling method, a sensitivity analysis approach was use. Although the use of a sensitivity 

analysis approach precludes error estimation, the method is computationally efficient and is well-

suited to the data available in the Amherstview design problem.  

 

The Chapter is organized as follows.  First, previous research in planning, design, and 

optimization of water networks for sustainability is reviewed. Second, proposed Canadian carbon 

pricing policy and discounting practices are discussed.  Third, the single-objective optimization 

approach is presented and applied to the Amherstview system and the results of the analysis are 

discussed. 

 

4.3 Research in Planning, Design and Optimization of Water Distribution Networks 

for Environmental Sustainability 

With increasing awareness of climate change, a number of researchers have utilized tools such as 

life-cycle analysis (LCA) to evaluate water system design and rehabilitation planning in light of 

both environmental and socio-economic considerations. Dennison et al. (1999) utilized LCA to 

identify stages where environmental impacts could be reduced in the life-cycle of ductile iron and 

medium density polyethylene pipe materials. Filion et al. (2004) selected energy as a key 

environmental measure and performed a life-cycle energy analysis (LCEA) to quantify energy 

expenditures in the fabrication, use, and end-of-life stages of a water distribution network.  

Lundie et al. (2004, 2005) and Stokes and Horvath (2006) applied LCA to examine the 

environmental impacts of alternative strategic planning scenarios.  Ghimire and Barkdoll (2007) 

discussed the use of Eco-Efficiency Analysis–a coupling of life-cycle cost analysis (LCCA) with 
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LCA–to generate an environmental impact score and guide water network planning and 

development decisions. 

 

Incorporating sustainability criteria in single- and multi-objective optimization of water 

distribution network design and expansion has been proposed by a number of researchers. Dandy 

et al. (2006) developed a genetic algorithm (GA) optimization model with the sustainability 

objective of minimizing pipe material usage. Dandy et al. (2008) were among the first to consider 

sustainability objectives in conjunction with least-cost optimization in a multi-objective approach. 

In their study, the authors developed a multi-objective GA to minimize pipe embodied energy and 

total present value cost. Herstein et al. (2009a, 2009b) developed an environmental impact index 

based on economic input-output life-cycle assessment that was integrated into a multi-objective 

GA optimization program. 

 

More recently, Wu et al. (2009) investigated whether the introduction of carbon pricing under an 

emissions trading scheme will make the use of a multi-objective optimization approach for the 

design of new water distribution systems obsolete. In this study a number of constant market-

based carbon costs and social costs of carbon (SCC) were investigated. The authors assumed a 

constant discount rate of 8% for the present value analysis of cost (capital and operating), while 

GHG emission costs (both market-based and social costs of carbon) were discounted using a zero 

discount rate. Wu et al. (2008, 2010) utilized a multi-objective GA to explore the impacts of 

minimizing the mass of GHG emissions (resulting from the fabrication and operation of water 

distribution networks) and total present value cost on the design of a new water distribution 

network. A sensitivity analysis was conducted using discount rates of 0%, 1.4%, 2%, 6%, 8% and 
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a declining discount rate in present value analysis for computing both system pumping cost and 

the mass of GHG emissions. Capital GHG emissions were calculated using pipe embodied energy 

values published in Ambrose et al. (2002). Currently, accurate information on these factors is not 

available in Canada. This present study will build upon the preliminary work of Wu et al. (2008, 

2009, 2010) to investigate the influence of proposed Canadian carbon mitigation policies on the 

single-objective water distribution design/expansion optimization problem. This study adopts 

time-varying GHG emission intensity factors and carbon prices that are reflective of proposed 

policy initiatives. 

4.4 NRTEE Carbon Pricing 

In 2009, the National Round Table on the Environment and the Economy (NRTEE) proposed a 

carbon pricing policy framework for Canada to achieve the Canadian Government’s 2020 and 

2050 emission reduction targets (NRTEE 2009). At the core of the proposed framework is an 

economy-wide cap-and-trade system that sets the annual level of emissions reductions by issuing 

emissions permits (NRTEE 2009). Permit auctioning will result in the water industry incurring an 

additional cost on fossil fuel-derived electricity (such as coal and natural gas) used during the 

manufacture of pipes and other components and operation of water distribution systems, as well 

as on liquid fuels (diesel and gasoline) which are needed to operate machinery in transport, 

installation, maintenance and disposal activities.  

 

NRTEE (2009) modelling suggests GHG market-based permit prices in the range of the “Fast and 

Deep” cost trajectory (Table 4.1) are required to change the relative cost of fuel and technologies 

so that low-carbon technology is deployed, and to encourage changes to consumer behaviour at a 

level sufficient to achieve the government’s emission reduction targets. It is acknowledged in 
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NRTEE (2009) that lower permit prices could be expected if Canada were to engage in 

international carbon emissions trading. Thus, in this study two NRTEE carbon price trajectories 

will be investigated: “Fast and Deep” and “Slow and Shallow” (Table 4.1). It is should be noted 

that emission prices predicted beyond 2025 are speculative due to market uncertainty (NRTEE 

2007). 

Table 4.1: NRTEE carbon price trajectories: “No tax”, “Slow and shallow” and “Fast and Deep”. 

 

 

4.5 Social Discount Rates Suggested by the Treasury Board of Canada 

The social discount rate is defined as the minimum real rate of return that a public investment 

must earn if it is to be worthwhile undertaking (Boardman et al. 2008). The social discount rate is 

intended to reflect the real rate of return foregone in the private sector when resources are shifted 

into the public sector (Burgess 1981). Discounting has significant implications on the economic 

analysis of public projects with long-term GHG implications as high discount rates minimize the 

influence of future climate-related environmental impacts and costs on the net present value of a 

project (Nordhaus 1991, Cline 1992).      
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Selecting an appropriate discount rate has been a policy issue in Canada for many years (Jenkins 

and Kuo 2007). The Treasury Board of Canada has recently recommended a discount rate of 

approximately 8%, with the acknowledgement that discount rates as low as 3% may be 

appropriate for projects with long-term intergenerational implications (TBS 2007). In the United 

Kingdom, Stern et al. (2006) advocate the use of a constant near-zero discount rate of 1.4% to 

reduce the risk of climate damages. This Chapter will examine the influence of Canadian discount 

rates of 8% and 3% and the Stern Review discount rate of 1.4%. The use of a zero discount rate 

for GHG emission costs has also been suggested by authors Hasselmann et al. (1997) and 

Fearnside (2002) to calculate the net present value of climate change costs. However, as this 

discounting method is used in conjunction with GHG costs expressed as social costs of carbon, it 

would not be appropriate to apply this discounting method to Canadian market-based GHG costs 

since they would experienced by water utilities as an additional surcharge on their electricity bill. 

For this reason, in this study, capital costs, operating costs and GHG costs are discounted using 

the same constant discount rate.  

4.6 NSGA-II Optimization  

Researchers have successfully applied GAs to the optimization of a number of water distribution 

systems (Simpson et al. 1994, Dandy et al. 2008, Wu et al. 2010). The non-dominated sorting 

genetic algorithm (NSGA-II) proposed by Deb et al. (2000) has a number of advantages over 

other GA techniques, including: 1) the computationally fast non-dominated sorting procedure; 2) 

the elitist approach that prevents the loss of good solutions and accelerates algorithm 

convergence; and 3) the efficient constraint-handling method that eliminates an a priori definition 

of penalty parameters. A comparative study of the application of evolutionary algorithm 

techniques in water distribution system design by Farmani et al. (2005) showed that the NSGA-II 
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method outperformed other techniques. The NSGA-II procedure is briefly described below and 

depicted in Fig. 4.1. 

4.6.1 Parameter Control  

To implement the NSGA-II technique the following parameters need to be selected: population 

size, crossover probability, mutation probability and the number of generations. Table 4.2 

presents a suggested range of parameter values from literature (Simpson et al. 1994) and 

parameter values selected for use in this Chapter. 

Table 4.2: Typical GA parameter ranges (Simpson et al. 1994) and parameter values selected for 

use in this Chapter. 

 

 

Population size affects both the performance and the efficiency of the NSGA-II. The water 

distribution networks considered by Simpson et al. (1994) were considerably smaller than the 

Amherstview water distribution network and as a result a typical population range of 30-200 was 

used.  A population of 2,000 was selected in this study as a result of the long chromosome length 

required to represent the Amherstview system. The longer the chromosome the larger the 

population required to ensure that the algorithm is able to perform a comprehensive search, thus 

discouraging premature convergence to sub-optimal solutions (Grefenstette 1986). The NSGA-II 

search terminates when the upper limit on the number of generations is reached. The maximum 

number of generations required for a GA is problem-specific and can be found by means of 

convergence analysis (Safe et al. 2004). For the Amherstview system, the number of generations 
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was first set to 5,000 and then to 1,000. The objective function for the two runs was then 

compared. A difference of 0.5% was observed between the two objective function values. From 

further analysis of the problem, it was observed that the NSGA-II generally converged after 400 

generations.  

4.6.2 Initial Generation 

Initially, a parent population, P0, of size N, is generated randomly. A child population Q0, of size 

N, is created using constrained tournament selection, and traditional crossover and mutation 

operators. Constrained tournament selection is a method developed by Deb (2000) to guide the 

GA towards feasible solutions in the solution space while also maintaining elitism and diversity 

in the population. In tournament selection two solutions are selected at random from the parent 

population and compared on the basis of constrain-domination. The solution that is not constrain-

dominated is chosen as the better solution and is kept in an intermediate population. The 

constrained tournament selection operator is terminated when the size of the intermediate 

population reaches N solutions. Deb et al. (2000) define solution, i, to constrain-dominate 

solution, j, if any of the following conditions are true:  

1. Solution i is feasible and solution j is not. 

2. Solutions i and j are infeasible, but solution i has a smaller overall constraint 

violation. 

3. Solution i and j are feasible and solution i dominates solution j. 

A solution is considered feasible if it can satisfy all constraints, such as minimum and maximum 

pressure head, while an infeasible solution is one that violates at least one constraint. Constraint 

values and pumping energy use are generated externally by running the hydraulic solver 

EPANET2 for each solution in the population. The NSGA-II assesses a solution’s dominance on 
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the basis of non-dominated rank (or front level) and crowding distance. When two solutions with 

differing non-dominated rank are compared the solution with the lower (better) non-domination 

rank is considered the dominant solution. Between two solutions with the same non-dominated 

rank the solution with the larger (better) crowding distance is dominant (Deb et al. 2002).   

4.6.3 Non-domination Rank 

To determine a solution’s non-dominated rank, the NSGA-II must first generate the objective 

function value for each solution in the population. On the basis of the objective function each 

solution is assigned a domination count. The domination count is the number of solutions by 

which each solution is dominated (Deb et al. 2002). To generate the domination count, the 

NSGA-II compares each solution with every other in solution in the population. Solutions which 

are not dominated, and thus have a domination count equal to zero, are assigned to the best non-

dominated front (F1), solutions with the next best domination count are assigned to front 2 (F2), 

and so on until each solution is assigned to a front (Deb et al. 2002). For a single-objective 

optimization problem it is possible that there are N fronts with only one solution existing in each 

front. A non-dominated rank is then assigned to each solution equal to its constrained non-

dominated front level. Minimization of fitness (front level) is assumed; meaning that between two 

solutions with differing non-dominated rank the solution with the lower rank will dominate the 

solution with the higher rank.  

4.6.4 Crowding Distance 

One of the direct approaches to preventing premature convergence is maintaining diversity within 

the population. Diversity is maintained in the NSGA-II by the crowding-comparison operator 

(Deb et al. 2002).  The crowding-comparison operator sorts the population according to the 

objective function values in ascending order of magnitude and then assigns a crowding distance 
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to each solution equal to the average distance of two points on either side of the solution. The 

crowding distance guides the selection process towards solutions that are located in less crowded 

regions of the search space which are more likely to have a genomic structure that is different 

from that of the best individual (Chaiyaratana et al. 2007). 

4.6.5 Crossover and Mutation 

After selection, the child population Q0 is generated by subjecting the intermediate population to 

crossover. As discussed earlier in Chapter 3, crossover is the partial exchange of genetic material 

between two solutions, referred to as parents, to create two new solutions, referred to as 

offsprings. With each generation of Qt+1, genes of good chromosomes appear more frequently in 

the population, eventually leading to convergence of the NSGA-II on one single optimal solution 

(Grefenstette 1986). The mutation operator assists the NSGA-II search in escaping from local 

optima by introducing diversity into successive generations (Deb et al. 2002). Mutation, as 

discussed earlier in Chapter 3, is applied at the gene level according to a user-specified mutation 

probability.  

4.6.6 Production of Successive Generations 

The parent P0 and child Q0 populations are combined to form a mating pool R0 (R0 = P0 U Q0) of 

size 2N. Combining parent and child populations ensures that elitism is maintained in the next 

generation. The best solutions from R0 with respect to non-domination rank and crowding 

distance are chosen to populate the next generation Pt. Non-domination rank in R0 is determined 

using the same methodology as described above. Solutions are chosen to populate Pt starting with 

the best (lowest) non-domination front, progressing through the fronts in ascending order until the 

population size N is reached. If in the last front (FL) selected there are more solutions than 

available space, the crowding distance operator is used to choose which solutions of that front are 
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entered into the next population. The new population formed then undergoes constrained 

tournament selection, crossover and mutation to generate the child population Qt. This iterative 

process continues until the generation counter reaches the upper limit specified by the user. 

 

Figure 4.1: Overview of NGSA-II process (Deb et al. 2002). 

4.7 Problem Formulation 

The optimization approach developed in this Chapter aims to identify network expansion 

solutions that minimize the cost of water main capital improvements, the cost of pumping water, 

and the cost of a carbon permit price levied on electricity used for pumping water in the 

Amherstview system.  The decision variables of the optimization problem include the diameter of 

new PVC and DCLI pipes, the diameter of parallel PVC and DCLI pipes, and the cleaning and 

lining of existing pipes in the network. Since the Amherstview network has adequate tank and 

pump capacity, the siting and sizing of new elevated tanks and pump stations were not included 

as decision variables in the optimization problem.  Design solutions are generated using NSGA-II 

(Deb et al. 2000) and the hydraulic performance under average day and peak demand is evaluated 

with the EPANET2 hydraulic solver (Rossman 2000).  
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Minimization Of: 

  = Capital Operating CarbonTotal Cost C C C+ +                   (4.1) 

 

where CCapital = cost of new and parallel pipes and cleaning and lining of existing pipes ($); 

COperating = PV cost of electricity for pumping ($); and CCarbon = PV cost of GHG emissions 

generated in electricity production for pumping ($). Capital cost (CCapital) is calculated as  

 

( ) ( )
1 1

, ,
N M

Capital p i i CL j j

i j

C C d L C d L
= =

= +∑ ∑
             (4.2) 

 

where N = number of new and parallel pipes in the system; Cp(di, Li) = cost of new pipe i with 

diameter di and length Li; M = number of existing pipes that are cleaned and lined; and CCL(dj, Lj) 

= cost of cleaning and lining pipe j with diameter dj and length Lj.   

 

Operating costs (COperating) and carbon costs (CCarbon) occur annually throughout the design life of 

the project and are calculated with net present value (NPV) analysis. Operating costs are 

calculated as  

( ),

1 1

PMP T

Operating p t

p t

C PV PE EC
= =

= ∗∑∑                 (4.3) 

 

where PMP = number of existing pumps in the network; T = number of years in the design life of 

the project; PEp,t = annual electricity consumption of pump p in year t (kWh); and EC = price of 
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electricity ($/kWh). The mass of GHGs emitted over the design life of a water network can be 

calculated as follows 

( ),

1 1

*
PMP T

e p t t

p t

GHG PE EIF
= =

=∑∑                               (4.4) 

 

where GHGe = total GHG mass generated in network operation (tonne CO2-e); and EIFt = GHG 

emission intensity factor for year t (tonne CO2-e/kWh). Carbon costs are calculated using (4.5) 

 

( ),

1 1

* *
PMP T

Carbon p t t t

p t

C PV PE EIF CP
= =

=∑∑
              (4.5) 

 

where CPt = the cost of carbon in year t ($/tonne CO2-e).  

 

Subject To: 

(a) Conservation of mass at nodes and energy conservation around loops: 

in out eQ Q Q− =∑ ∑             (4.6) 

 

0f p

loop loop

h E− =∑ ∑
          (4.7) 

 (b) Minimum pressure requirements: 

,min   for 1,2, ,i ih h i n≥ = …                  (4.8) 

 (c) Maximum velocity constraint: 

,max   for 1, 2, ,i i pV V i N≤ = …

      (4.9) 
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 (d) Commercially-available pipe diameter constraints: 

  for 1, 2, ,i pD i N∈ =D …                          (4.10) 

 

where Qin = the flow of water into the junction (l/s); Qout = the flow of water out of the junction 

(l/s); and Qe = the demand at the junction node (l/s); hf = headloss in each pipe (m); Ep = pumping 

head (m); hi = pressure head at node i (m); hi,min = minimum pressure head required at node i (m); 

n = number of network nodes; Vi = fluid velocity in pipe i (m/s); Vi,max = maximum allowable 

fluid velocity in pipe i (m/s); Np = number of network pipes; Di = diameter of pipe i (mm); and D 

= set of discrete commercially-available pipe diameters. Mass and energy conservation 

constraints are satisfied externally with the hydraulic solver EPANET2 (Rossman 2000). Pipe 

diameters are restricted to discrete commercially-available diameters rather than continuous 

diameters for consistency with “real-world” design constraints.   

 

4.8 Case Study: Optimization of the Amherstview Water Distribution Network 

The Amherstview system provides drinking water to the communities of Amherstview and 

Odessa which have a combined population of approximately 15,000 people. The all-pipes model 

of the Amherstview system is indicated in Fig. 4.2. Storage capacity includes a 0.9 megalitre 

(ML) in-ground reservoir located at the Fairfield Water Treatment Plant in Amherstview (R1), a 

1.1 ML standpipe in Amherstview (T1), a 4.2 ML ground storage tank in Amherstview (T3) and a 

0.9 ML elevated standpipe in Odessa (T2). The design horizon for the case study is 50 years 

spanning 2009 – 2058. 
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Figure 4.2: Layout of Amherstview water distribution network. 

 

Three identical high-lift pumps (‘HL Pumps’ in Fig. 4.2) in parallel (two online and one standby), 

controlled by the water level in the Amherstview standpipe (T1), provide water to the towns of 

Amherstview and Odessa. Three identical pumps in parallel (two online and one standby) in the 

County Road 6 Booster Station, controlled by the water level in the Odessa standpipe (T2), 

transfer water from the Amherstview system to Odessa.  Pump specifications and controls are 

shown in Table 4.3.  
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Table 4.3: Pump specifications and controls. 

 

 

Existing pipe materials in the Amherstview system include cast iron (CI), cement-lined ductile 

iron (DI), concrete (C), steel (S) and polyvinyl chloride (PVC). At the start of the 1990s all water 

mains in Odessa were replaced with new PVC pipe, thus the addition of new pipes will be limited 

to the Amherstview system only. The all-pipes water network in Fig. 4.2 consists of 

approximately 41 kilometres of pipe, represented in EPANET2 as approximately 345 pipe 

segments and 346 nodes.  For computational efficiency, 44 existing pipe segments shorter than 20 

m were excluded from the analysis; thus 301 pipe segments are included in the network 

expansion problem. The exclusion of 44 existing short-run pipe segments will likely have a small 

impact on the hydraulic solution and cost as small-run pipe segments have lower headlosses and 

are less expensive than long-run pipe segments. The diameter, length, and age of existing water 

mains in the water system (excluding Odessa) are presented in Table 4.4. The Hazen-Williams 

‘C’ factors for existing water mains in the Amherstview system were determined by ‘C’-factor 
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flow tests conducted by CH2M Hill (2007).  Flow tests produced average ‘C’ values of 55 (CI), 

100 (S), 120 (C), 130 (DI) and 150 (PVC). For consistency with previous planning studies 

produced for Loyalist Township, pipe ageing is not considered in this study for existing cast iron, 

steel and concrete water mains. For consistency with manufacturer data pipe ageing has not been 

considered in this study for existing PVC and DI pipe material.     

Table 4.4: Diameter, length, and age of existing water mains in the Amherstview system 

(excluding Odessa) (CH2M Hill 2007). 
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4.8.1 Demand Conditions 

Water use in the Amherstview system consists of residential (62% of water demand), multi-

residential (18%), institutional (8%), industrial (10%) and commercial (2%) (CH2M Hill 2007). 

The present 2009 average day demand for drinking water is 32 L/s. Future water demand to the 

year 2026 was projected with annual water demand growth rates provided by Loyalist Township, 

as indicated in Table 4.5 (CH2M Hill 2007). Due to a lack of data on annual water demand 

growth rates beyond 2026, annual water demand growth rates presented in Table 4.5 were 

assumed constant to the year 2058. Future 2058 average day demand was projected to be 153 L/s 

in Amherstview.  

Table 4.5: Amherstview annual water demand growth rates and current and future water 

demands (CH2M Hill 2007). 

 

 

Increased future water demand was modelled on a node-by-node basis for areas in Amherstview 

expected to experience new growth. Locations of future growth are shown as shaded areas in Fig. 

4.2. It is assumed that water demand from existing developments would remain constant at 

present 2009 levels in all scenarios. The 2009 water demand in the town of Odessa is 6 L/s and 

assumed fixed over the 50-year design horizon (no growth). Average day demand in the water 

distribution system was modelled as an extended period simulation with the average-day diurnal 
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pattern in Fig. 4.3. The diurnal pattern was constructed with SCADA data collected over a two-

week period in August 2005 and April 2006 (CH2M Hill 2007).  

 

Figure 4.3: Amherstview water distribution system average-day diurnal curve 

(CH2M Hill 2007). 

 

Maximum hour demand (MHD) and maximum day demand (MDD) plus required fire flow peak 

conditions were considered in the Amherstview expansion problem. Peaking factors for MHD 

and MDD were set at 2.0 and 1.5 respectively (CH2M Hill 2007). Fire simulations were carried 

out on nodes J-514 and J-551 in Amherstview in Fig. 4.2. The Amherstview system was to be 

designed for a needed fire flow of 33 L/s for residential construction at residual pressure of 137 

kPa for the duration of 1 hour in accordance with the Fire Underwriters Survey (FUS) guidelines 

(FUS 1999). The minimum pressure required in the system during average-day and MHD 

simulation is 275 kPa (CH2M Hill 2007). 

4.8.2 Capital Costs 
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To quantify the cost of new PVC and DCLI pipes, unit prices for these pipe materials were 

obtained from Canadian pipe distributors (Table 4.6). For consistency with subdivision 

development and design practices in Ontario, Canada, minimum pipe diameters for new pipes and 

parallel pipes were set to 200 mm and 150 mm respectively. Pipe costs exclude excavation, pipe 

laying, bedding, backfill and restoration. Since the hydraulic performance of PVC and DCLI pipe 

materials are compared in this Chapter, manufacturer-recommended ‘C’ factors were assumed to 

remain constant at 150 and 140 respectively as per manufacturer data. This is a conservative 

assumption, as increased pipe roughness would result in decreased pipe carrying capacity, high 

headlosses, and higher energy use and GHG emissions. Pipe cleaning and cement-mortar lining 

costs for existing pipes were estimated using costs from Walski (1986) and are presented in Table 

4.6.  

Table 4.6: Unit costs of new commercially-available PVC and DCLI pipe diameters and unit cost 

of cleaning and cement-mortar lining existing pipes (Walski 1986). 
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In accordance with the Walski (1986) methodology, cleaning and lining cost estimates were 

adjusted to 2009 dollars using the Engineering News Report (ENR) Construction Cost Index 

(ENR 2009). Costs were converted from US dollars to Canadian dollars using the average 

exchange rate of 1.16 reported by the Bank of Canada (2009) for the last 12 months. Cleaning 

and lining costs include labour, materials, equipment, and contractor overhead and profit, and 

exclude excavation, mobilization, temporary service and valve replacement costs (Walski 1986). 

For existing pipes that are cleaned and cement-mortar lined, ‘C’ factor values have been taken 

from the research literature. Hudson (1966) found that cleaned and lined concrete pipes had an 

average ‘C’ factor of 130, while in Larson and Sollo (1967) the ‘C’ factor of cleaned and lined 

cast iron pipe was found to have an average value of 110. In accordance with the findings of 

Hudson (1966), cement-mortar lined pipes were assumed to retain their ‘C’ factor values to the 

end of the 50-year design life of the Amherstview system. 

4.8.3 Operational Cost 

Average annual operating energy use was calculated for the Amherstview system using the 

average-day diurnal pattern (Fig. 4.3), 2009 and 2058 average day demands and pump energy 

consumption rates. To account for future growth in the Amherstview system, the 50-year design 

horizon was divided into two 25-year periods. In the first 25-year period (2009-2033), average 

annual energy use for each pump, PEp,t for t = 1 to 25 years (Equation 4.3), was computed using 

2009 average day nodal demands and the average-day diurnal pattern. For the last 25-year time 

period (2034-2058), average annual energy use for each pump, PEp,t for t = 26 to 50 years 

(Equation 4.3), was computed using the projected 2058 average day nodal demands and the 

average-day diurnal pattern. Average annual operating cost was calculated using an electricity 

cost of 6.6 cents per kWh – the Regulated Price Plan (RPP) electricity consumption price set by 
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the Ontario Energy Board (OEB 2008). Due to the high degree of uncertainty surrounding future 

electricity prices, it is assumed that the electricity price will remain constant. 

 

4.8.4 GHG Emissions 

GHG emissions from pumping operations in the Amherstview system were calculated using 

projections of Canada’s future energy fuel mix produced by the National Energy Board (NEB 

2007). The baseline ‘Reference Case’ projection produced by NEB (2007) is the most likely 

forecast of Canada’s electricity mix to the year 2015 and is summarized as follows: hydroelectric 

generation will increase its share from about 60% of Canadian electricity generation in the year 

2005 to 65% in 2015; nuclear capacity increases from 15% to 17%; natural gas increases from 

7% to 10%; coal’s share will fall from 17% in 2005 to 6% in 2015; wind power is projected to 

increase from 0.4% in 2005 to 1.1% by 2015; and unconventional generation technologies, such 

as biomass, landfill gas, waste heat, solar and tidal grow from 0.6% of electricity generation to 

0.9%. The ‘Reference Case’ is extended to the year 2030 by the National Energy Board’s 

‘Continuing Trends Scenario’ (NEB 2007). The ‘Continuing Trends Scenario’ maintains trends 

that are apparent at the beginning of the outlook over the entire long-term forecast. In the Natural 

Resources Canada report prepared by S & T Consultants Inc. (2008), GHG emission intensity 

factors (EIFs), reported in g CO2-e per kWh, from the NEB (2007) ‘Reference Case’ and 

‘Continuing Trends’ Scenario were extrapolated to the year 2050. In the Amherstview study the 

2050 GHG EIF is held constant to the year 2058 (Fig. 4.4).  Since the Canadian average fuel mix 

is similar to the fuel mix in the Province of Ontario, the projected Canadian average EIFs 

reported in Fig. 4.4 can be applied to the Eastern Ontario region and the Amherstview system 

(Environment Canada 2008). 
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Figure 4.4: Forecasted Canadian GHG emission intensity factors (S & T Consultants Inc. 2008). 

4.8.5 Carbon Cost 

The impact of carbon pricing on the optimization of the Amherstview system was investigated for 

three realistic Canadian carbon pricing scenarios: “No Tax”, NRTEE “Fast and Deep” and 

NRTEE “Slow and Shallow” (Table 4.1). The “No Tax” price trajectory represents status quo 

carbon pricing in Canada.  The NRTEE “Fast and Deep” trajectory corresponds to a cap-and-

trade policy with domestic trading only and the NRTEE “Slow and Shallow” trajectory 

corresponds to a cap-and-trade policy that includes international carbon trading.  

4.9 Results 

The capital cost, operating cost, and GHG cost in the Amherstview design/expansion problem are 

presented in Table 4.7 for a range of discount rates and carbon prices to reflect possible climate 

change mitigation strategies in Canada over the next 50 years. A total of nine climate change 

mitigation scenarios were investigated in Table 4.7 for PVC and DCLI pipe materials. The “do 

nothing” climate mitigation approach corresponds to Scenarios 1 and 10 in Table 4.7, where costs 

are discounted at a rate of 8% and no carbon pricing is adopted. The strongest climate mitigation 
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policy is represented by Scenarios 9 and 18 where the discount rate of 1.4% proposed by Stern et 

al. (2006) is implemented and GHG emissions are priced at the NRTEE “Fast and Deep” price 

trajectory. In Table 4.7, total cost increases with decreasing discount rate and escalating carbon 

price trajectory for both pipe materials. This is because as the discount rate is decreased, 

increased weight is given to operating and GHG emission costs that occur in the future. 

Table 4.7: Capital cost, operating cost, GHG cost, and total cost of the Amherstview expansion 

for PVC and DCLI pipe materials under a range of discounting and carbon pricing scenarios. 
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The impact of the discount rate and carbon price trajectory on the contributions of capital, 

operating and GHG costs to total cost of the Amherstview system is indicated in Fig. 4.5. With an 

8% discount rate and a “FD” carbon price trajectory, carbon costs contribute to only 7% of the 

total cost for PVC (Scenario 3) and 5% for DCLI (Scenario 12). When the discount rate is 

reduced to 1.4% at a “FD” carbon price trajectory the contribution of carbon cost to the total cost 

reaches 21% for PVC (Scenario 9) and 19% for DCLI (Scenario 18).  

 

 

Figure 4.5: Percent contribution of capital cost, operating cost and GHG cost to total cost for (a) 

PVC and (b) DCLI pipe materials. 

 

The impact of lowering the discount rate on pumping energy and total mass of GHG emissions is 

examined by comparing Scenarios 1, 4 and 7 for PVC and Scenarios 10, 13 and 16 for DCLI in 

Table 4.8. Across these scenarios, the discount rate is reduced from 8% to 3% to 1.4% while the 

carbon price is fixed at $0 per tonne CO2-e. Table 4.8 indicates that discount rate does not have a 

significant impact on total pumping energy and total mass of GHG emissions in the Amherstview 
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system. For example, when comparing PVC Scenario 1 (discount rate = 8%; carbon trajectory = 

“NT”) against PVC Scenario 7 (discount rate = 1.4%; carbon trajectory = “NT”) the difference in 

total pumping energy and mass of GHG emissions is approximately 0.08% and 0.3% 

respectively. Similarly, DCLI Scenario 16 (discount rate = 1.4%; carbon trajectory = “NT”) 

results in 0.01% savings in total pumping energy and 0.2% reduction in GHG emissions when 

compared to DCLI Scenario 10 (discount rate = 8%; carbon trajectory = “NT”). 

Table 4.8: Energy use and mass of GHG emissions in the Amherstview expansion for PVC and 

DCLI pipe materials under a range of discounting and carbon pricing scenarios. 
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Although the discount rate was not found to influence total energy use and total mass of GHG 

emissions, there is evidence in Table 4.8 to suggest that the level of discount rate does have an 

impact on design selection. For instance, when the discount rate is reduced to 1.4%, the design 

solution selected for Scenario 7 (discount rate = 1.4%; carbon trajectory = “NT”) results in 2.4% 

less pumping energy in the first 25-year time period than both design Scenarios 1 (discount rate = 

8%; carbon trajectory = “NT”) and 4 (discount rate = 3%; carbon trajectory = “NT”). For DCLI 

pipe material, Scenario 16 (discount rate = 1.4%; carbon trajectory = “NT”) results in 2.5% 

reduction in energy use in the first 25-year time when compared to Scenarios 10 (discount rate = 

8%; carbon trajectory = “NT”) and a 5.2% reduction in comparison to Scenario 13 (discount rate 

= 3%; carbon trajectory = “NT”).  

 

From Table 4.8 it is also evident that the carbon price trajectory has no significant influence on 

the magnitude of pumping energy and GHG emissions for both pipe materials in the 

Amherstview system. When the discount rate is held constant at 8% and the carbon price 

trajectory is increased from “NT” to “FD”, the design solution selected for DCLI Scenario 12 

(discount rate = 8%; carbon trajectory = “FD”) results in a 0.6% increase in pumping energy and 

a 0.5% increase in GHG emissions in comparison to DCLI Scenario 10 (discount rate = 8%; 

carbon trajectory = “NT”). When the discount rate is held constant at 3%, DCLI Scenario 15 

(discount rate = 3%; carbon trajectory = “FD”) reduces pumping energy by 0.2% and GHG 

emissions by 0.3% when compared against Scenario 13 (discount rate = 3%; carbon trajectory = 

“NT”). Similarly, at a constant discount rate of 1.4%, pumping energy and GHG emissions varied 

insignificantly, by approximately 0.3% and 0.2% respectively, between DCLI Scenario 18 
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(discount rate = 1.4%; carbon trajectory = “FD”)  and Scenario 16 (discount rate = 1.4%; carbon 

trajectory = “NT”). The same trends can be observed for PVC pipe material. 

 

The combined influence of a reduced discount rate and strong carbon price trajectory on pumping 

energy and GHG emissions can be evaluated through the comparison of PVC carbon mitigation 

Scenario 9 (discount rate = 1.4%; carbon trajectory = “FD”) and PVC “status quo” Scenario 1 

(discount rate = 8%; carbon trajectory = “NT”). The design solution selected for Scenario 9 

reduces pumping energy and GHG emissions by 0.2% and 0.1% respectively in comparison to 

Scenario 1. Similar results can be observed when comparing DCLI carbon-mitigation Scenario 18 

against DCLI “status quo” Scenario 10. These results suggest that the proposed discounting and 

NRTEE carbon mitigation strategies are ineffective in reducing GHG emissions and total pump 

energy in the Amherstview system. There is, however, some evidence in Table 4.8 to suggest that 

when “FD” carbon pricing is introduced at 1.4% discount rate the emphasis on PV costs in the 

objective function shifts from those occurring in the first 25-year time period to those occurring 

the second 25-year time period. For instance, PVC Scenario 9 (discount rate = 1.4%; carbon 

trajectory = “FD”) results in approximately 1% less pumping energy in the second 25-year time 

period than the design solution selected for PVC Scenario 7 (discount rate = 1.4%; carbon 

trajectory = “NT”). Similar trends were not observed for DCLI pipe materials, likely because 

capital costs are much greater for DCLI Scenarios rendering them less sensitive to changes in the 

magnitude of PV costs. 

 

Results for total cost presented in Table 4.7 indicate that there is no economic benefit to selecting 

DCLI pipe material for new and parallel pipes over PVC pipe material. For instance, total cost of 
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DCLI Scenario 10 is 20% greater than that of PVC Scenario 1 and total cost of DCLI Scenario 18 

is 10% greater than PVC Scenario 9. The results presented in Table 4.8 suggest that DCLI pipe 

material results in minimal savings in GHG emissions when compared with PVC pipe material. 

For instance, DCLI status quo Scenario 10 results in a savings of 0.9% in total mass of GHG 

emissions when compared against PVC status quo Scenario 1. Similarly, DCLI Scenario 18 

generates 1.1% less GHG emissions than PVC Scenario 9. The minimal influence of pipe 

material selection on the mass of GHG emissions can be partially attributed to the exclusion of 

pipe embodied energy from the optimization approach. Due to the unavailability of Canadian pipe 

embodied energy data the study is limited to considering the mass of GHG emissions resulting 

from the use of electricity for pumping operations only. The capacity of different pipe materials 

to influence total energy use and total mass of GHG emissions is then limited to internal pipe 

diameter and pipe roughness.  

 

Pipe paralleling and cleaning and lining expansion results for design Scenarios 1 through 18 are 

presented in Tables 4.9 and 4.10. Existing pipes in the Amherstview system selected for parallel 

pipe installation and/or cleaning and lining are listed in Tables 4.9 and 4.10 by their 

corresponding EPANET2 pipe ID. For all new pipes in the system the minimum nominal pipe 

diameter of 200 mm was selected for Scenarios 1 through 18, and as a result, new pipe diameters 

will not be considered further in this analysis.  
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Table 4.9: Network expansion results for PVC new and parallel pipe material. 
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Table 4.10: Network expansion results for DCLI new and parallel pipe material. 

 

 

Cleaning and lining was rarely selected as an expansion option. The limited selection of pipe 

cleaning and lining would be expected as the cost is prohibitive for small diameter pipes, and 

long segments of transmission main have high headlosses making cleaning and lining a less 

desirable option. Cleaning and lining and pipe paralleling of an existing main was only selected 

once for pipe P-595-CI in DCLI Scenario 16 (discount rate = 1.4%; carbon trajectory = “NT”). 

From EPANET2 hydraulic modelling it can be observed that the expansion option selected for 
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pipe P-595-CI is closely related to the expansion option selected for pipe P-743-DI. In DCLI 

Scenario 16 pipe P-743-DI is paralleled with a 328 mm diameter pipe, the smallest parallel pipe 

diameter selected for P-743-DI across all the Scenarios considered. As a result of the small 

diameter pipe paralleling P-743-DI, pipe P-595-CI had to be paralleled with a much larger 

diameter pipe. The largest diameter pipe considered in this analysis was 644 mm, so as a result 

cleaning and lining of the existing main was also selected to meet required hydraulic capacity.  

 

The influence of discount rate on parallel pipe sizing can be seen by comparing parallel pipe 

diameters selected for PVC Scenario 1 (discount rate = 8%; carbon trajectory = “NT”) against 

those selected for PVC Scenarios 4 (discount rate = 3%; carbon trajectory = “NT”) and 7 

(discount rate = 1.4%; carbon trajectory = “NT”), and by comparing parallel pipe diameters 

selected for DCLI Scenario 10 (discount rate = 8%; carbon trajectory = “NT”) against those 

selected for DCLI Scenarios 13 (discount rate = 3%; carbon trajectory = “NT”) and 16 (discount 

rate = 1.4%; carbon trajectory = “NT”). Several parallel pipes selected for PVC Scenario 1 are 

sized with larger pipe diameters than those selected for both PVC Scenarios 4 and 7. The same 

observation can be made for DCLI pipe material as a number of parallel pipe sizes selected for 

DCLI Scenario 10 are larger than those selected for DCLI Scenarios 13 and 16. The results 

presented in Tables 4.9 and 4.10 suggest that reducing the discount rate alone has a negligible 

influence on parallel pipe sizing. 

 

When PV costs are discounted at 8% and 3% the influence of carbon price on parallel pipe size 

also appears to be negligible. For example, a number of the parallel pipe diameters selected for 

DCLI Scenario 10 (discount rate = 8%; carbon trajectory = “NT”) in Table 4.10 are larger than 
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those selected for both DCLI Scenario 11 (discount rate = 8%; carbon trajectory = “SS”) and 12 

(discount rate = 8%; carbon trajectory = “FD”). When discounted at 3%, a number of the parallel 

pipe diameters selected for DCLI Scenario 13 (discount rate = 3%; carbon trajectory = “NT”) are 

still larger than those selected for both DCLI Scenario 14 (discount rate = 3%; carbon trajectory = 

“SS”) and 15 (discount rate = 3%; carbon trajectory = “FD”). The same results are evident for 

PVC pipe material in Table 4.9. However, when the discount rate is further reduced to 1.4% there 

is some evidence in Tables 4.9 and 4.10 to suggest that carbon price influences parallel pipe 

diameter selection. The influence of carbon price is most pronounced when comparing “NT” 

design Scenarios against “FD” design Scenarios. For instance, parallel pipe diameters selected for 

PVC Scenario 9 (discount rate = 1.4%; carbon trajectory = “FD”) are the same size or larger than 

those selected for PVC Scenario 7 (discount rate = 1.4%; carbon trajectory = “NT”). Similar 

results can be observed for DCLI pipe diameters in Table 4.10.  

 

It would be expected that as parallel pipe diameter sizes are increased and friction losses are 

reduced there would be a resulting decrease in pumping energy requirements, however, as can be 

seen from Table 4.8, the larger parallel pipe diameters did not translate into a savings in total 

pumping energy use over the 50-year time period. For example, total energy use between PVC 

Scenarios 7 (discount rate = 1.4%; carbon trajectory = “NT”) and 9 (discount rate = 1.4%; carbon 

trajectory = “FD”) varies by only 0.08%. Similarly, there is a savings of 0.31% in total energy use 

between DCLI Scenarios 16 (discount rate = 1.4%; carbon trajectory = “NT”) and 18 (discount 

rate = 1.4%; carbon trajectory = “FD”). The increase in parallel pipe diameter sizing may not 

have translated into tangible savings in total pumping energy and GHG emissions because of 

limited pipe paralleling in the Amherstview system. The frequency of parallel pipe installation 
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and cleaning and lining in Scenarios 1 through 18 are presented in Table 4.11. The majority of 

parallel pipes were installed next to large transmission mains (300 mm diameter and greater) 

rather than next to local distribution mains. This is to be expected as water demand from existing 

developments, the majority of which are serviced by distribution mains, was assumed to remain 

constant at 2009 levels in all Scenarios. Future growth in the system was assigned to areas on the 

perimeter of the city-centre, the majority of which are serviced by transmission mains. Extended 

period simulation of the Amherstview EPANET2 model for Scenarios 1 through 18 verifies that 

flows and headlosses in the system are largest in transmission mains. Therefore, paralleling 

transmission mains would be the most effective in reducing system losses.  

 

The results of Table 4.11 indicate that few parallel pipes and cleaning and lining of existing pipes 

are needed in the system to meet present and future demands. This implies that there is adequate 

hydraulic capacity to meet current and future demands, and this partly explains the small 

variations in pumping energy and GHG emissions in the Amherstview system for all discount rate 

and carbon price scenarios considered. From Table 4.11 it is evident that pipe material selection 

has a negligible influence on the quantity of existing water distribution mains that required 

parallel pipe installation and/or cleaning and lining. For all PVC and DCLI Scenarios, 

approximately 7% of existing pipes were paralleled.  
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Table 4.11: Percent of mains paralleled, percent of mains cleaned and lined, and percent of mains 

with no intervention for PVC and DCLI pipe materials under a range of discounting and carbon 

pricing scenarios. 

 

4.9.1 Network Sensitivity 

Future water demand was increased for PVC and DCLI status quo and strong carbon mitigation 

design scenarios to investigate the influence of water demand projections on the sensitivity of 

energy use and GHG emissions to changes in discount rate and carbon price in the Amherstview 

system. To increase future demand, diurnal pattern multipliers from the original case study (Fig. 

4.3) were increased by 30% for nodes in future growth areas for the last 25-year time period. A 

30% increase in future demand over the last 25-year time period was the maximum demand level 

able to be considered without causing system failure. Only future demand was modified, all other 

parameters from the original case study remained unchanged. The results of PVC and DCLI 

design scenarios with increased future demand are presented in Table 4.12.  
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Table 4.12: Single-objective optimization results for new and parallel PVC and DCLI pipe 

material when future water demand is increased by 30% for nodes in areas of future development. 

 

 

As can be seen by comparing the results of Table 4.12 with the original case study results in 

Table 4.7, increasing future water demand increases the magnitude of the total cost components. 

The increase in the magnitude of capital costs is a result of increased paralleling of existing pipes 

in the network to meet additional future demand. For the scenarios with increased future demand, 

approximately 10% of existing pipes were paralleled with PVC pipe (D1 and D2) and 12% with 

DCLI (D3 and D4). In the original case study approximately 7% of existing pipes were paralleled 

for both PVC and DCLI pipe materials. For Scenarios D1 through D4 new pipes were sized with 

200 mm pipe diameters.  

 

Present value operating and GHG emission costs for Scenarios D1 through D4 (Table 4.13) 

increased in comparison to the original case study (Table 4.7) as a result of additional pumping 

energy required to meet future demands. For instance, Scenarios D1 and D2 consumed 

approximately 14% more energy and produced 14% more GHG emissions than their respective 

original network Scenarios 1 (discount rate = 8%; carbon trajectory = “NT”) and 9 (discount rate 

= 1.4%; carbon trajectory = “FD”). Similarly, Scenario D3 consumed 17% more energy and 
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produced 17% more GHG emissions than corresponding original network Scenario 10 (discount 

rate = 8%; carbon trajectory = “NT”), and Scenario D4 consumed 16% more energy and 

produced 16% more GHG emissions than original network Scenario 18 (discount rate = 1.4%; 

carbon trajectory = “FD”).  

Table 4.13: Energy use and mass of GHG emissions in the Amherstview expansion for PVC and 

DCLI pipe materials when future water demand is increased by 30%. 

 

 

The influence of a low discount rate and high carbon price policy approach on pumping energy 

and total mass of GHG emissions for the increased demand case study can be seen by examining 

the results presented in Table 4.13. Scenario D2 results in a 1.2% reduction in total energy use 

and total mass of GHG emissions over the 50-year time period when compared to Scenario D1. 

Although not a significant reduction, in comparison to the 0.14% difference between original 

network PVC Scenarios 1 (discount rate = 8%; carbon trajectory = “NT”) and 9 (discount rate = 

1.4%; carbon price = “FD”) it does suggest that water demand projection has an influence on the 

sensitivity of energy use and GHG emissions to changes in the discount rate and carbon price. 

Similar observations can be made for DCLI pipe material as Scenario D3 results in a 0.8% 

reduction in total energy use and total mass of GHG emissions when compared to Scenario D4, 
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while the results of the original case study found a savings of 0.41% between DCLI Scenarios 10 

(discount rate = 8%; carbon trajectory = “NT”) and 18 (discount rate = 1.4%; carbon price = 

“FD”).  

 

To investigate the influence of network complexity on the sensitivity of the single-objective 

optimal solution to changes in the discount rate and carbon price, a skeletonized model of the 

Amherstview system was developed consisting mainly of transmission mains. Skeletonization is 

the process of selecting for inclusion in the hydraulic model only the parts of the model that have 

a significant impact on the behaviour of the system (Walski et al. 2001). Skeletonization reduces 

a complicated network into a simplified hydraulically-equivalent network in which only a 

percentage of the actual pipes in the original system are represented. The Amherstview 

skeletonized network was calibrated to match the pressure performance and pumping energy 

requirements of the original Amherstview case study during time-zero maximum day demand 

plus fire flow conditions. The results of the skeletonized network for PVC design scenarios are 

presented in Table 4.14. Sample calculations for Table 4.14 are presented in Appendix A. 
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Table 4.14: Amherstview skeletonized network single-objective optimization results for parallel 

PVC pipe material. 

 

 

As can be seen from Table 4.14, PV operating and GHG costs for the skeleton network are 

similar to those observed for PVC original network Scenarios 1 through 9 (Table 4.7), however, 

capital costs are significantly lower. The decrease in capital costs, in comparison to the original 

case study, is a result of the calibration process which requires skeleton network pipes to provide 

headloss equivalent to the original system. To match pressure and energy use of the original 

system, many of the transmission mains in the skeleton network are sized with larger diameters 

than the pipes they represent in the original system. As a result, smaller diameter parallel pipes 

are required to meet present day and future hydraulic capacity, thus reducing capital costs. Pipe 

paralleling and cleaning and lining results for the skeleton network are presented in Table 4.15. 
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Table 4.15: Skeleton network expansion results for PVC parallel pipe material. 

 

 

The results of Table 4.15 suggest that discount rate has little influence on pipe paralleling rates as 

approximately 7% of existing pipes in the skeleton network were paralleled for S1 (discount rate 

= 8%; carbon price trajectory = “NT”), 5% for S4 (discount rate = 3%; carbon price trajectory = 

“NT”) and 5% for S7 (discount rate = 1.4%; carbon price trajectory = “NT”). At 8% discount rate 

the results of Table 4.15 also suggest that carbon price has little influence on system design as 

approximately 7% of existing pipes are paralleled for S1 (discount rate = 8%; carbon price 

trajectory = “NT”), 5% for S2 (discount rate = 8%; carbon price trajectory = “SS”) and 5% for S3 

(discount rate = 8%; carbon price trajectory = “FD”). However, when a sufficiently low discount 

rate is utilized, Table 4.15 suggests that carbon price does influence system design. For instance, 
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5% of existing pipes were duplicated for S3 (discount rate = 8%; carbon price trajectory = “FD”), 

12% for S6 (discount rate = 3%; carbon price trajectory = “SS”) and 17% for S9 (discount rate = 

1.4%; carbon price trajectory = “FD”). Although parallel pipe installation increased from 7% in 

S1 to 17% in S9, a significant savings in energy use and GHG emissions was not observed. When 

compared to S1, S9 results in a 2.3% savings in total GHG emissions and 1.9% savings in total 

energy use.  

 

From the comparison of parallel pipe installation rates in the skeleton network (Table 4.15) 

against those of the original network (Table 4.9) it appears that the skeleton network is more 

sensitive to changes in discount rate and carbon price. However, it is impossible to say 

definitively whether or not this increased sensitivity is a result of reduced network complexity. 

For instance, parallel pipe installation rates for the skeleton network at 8% discount rate were 

almost identical to those of the original network. It was not until the discount rate was reduced 

further to 3% and 1.4% that parallel pipe installation rates in the skeleton network surpassed the 

original network. This suggests that sensitivity is more directly linked to the magnitude of cost 

components contributing to the least-cost objective than network complexity. For instance, for 

PVC Scenario 9 (discount rate = 1.4%; carbon price trajectory = “FD”) capital costs contribute 

31% to total cost and PV operating and GHG costs contribute 69% (Table 4.7), while for skeleton 

network scenario S9 (discount rate = 1.4%; carbon price trajectory = “FD”) capital costs 

contribute 3% to total cost and PV operating and GHG costs contribute 97% (Table 4.15). As a 

result, a capital costs increase of 230% from S1 to S9 results in a 2.3% savings in total GHG 

emissions and 1.9% savings in total energy use.  
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4.10 Discussion 

There are numerous factors that have contributed to the insensitivity of energy use and GHG 

mass in the Amherstview water distribution system to the discount rate and carbon pricing 

scenarios considered. It was anticipated that the carbon mitigation scenarios considered would 

result in design solutions with larger parallel pipe diameters than those selected for “status quo” 

scenarios, thereby reducing friction losses in the system and decreasing energy use and GHG 

emissions. Since there is adequate hydraulic capacity in the Amherstview system to meet current 

and future demands, few parallel pipes were added and only small variations in energy use and 

GHG mass were observed for the discount rate and carbon price scenarios considered. The 

exclusion of pipe-roughness growth in existing pipes also likely discouraged the addition of 

parallel pipes and the cleaning and lining of existing pipes. 

 

Previous research in sustainable water distribution system design has assumed a constant GHG 

emission intensity factor for design horizons of upwards of 50 years (Dandy et al. 2008, Wu et al. 

2009). This study is the first to consider time-declining GHG emission intensity factors in water 

network planning and design. Since the GHG emission intensity factor drives the total mass of 

GHG emissions in a network, a time-declining GHG emission factor likely reduces the mass of 

GHGs generated in the distant future when they receive the least weighting in discounting 

calculations. This means that the time-declining emission factor adopted in the Amherstview 

study likely gave GHG-related costs minimal weighting in the objective function and likely 

exerted less ‘force’ on the search process to select solutions with low GHG emissions. 
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The selection of the design horizon may also have played a part in the insensitivity of energy use 

and GHG mass to discount rate and carbon price. Selecting a design horizon longer than 50 years 

will likely increase the magnitude and weighting of operating and GHG costs relative to capital 

costs in the objective function and drive the search process more forcefully to selection solutions 

that lower GHG emissions.  

 

The scope of the water distribution expansion problem was limited to include the decision 

variables of new and parallel pipe sizing and the cleaning and lining of existing pipes; tank and 

pump sizing and location were excluded from the optimization problem because no pump and 

tank upgrades were identified in the 50-year planning horizon. Despite this, the inclusion of tanks 

and pumps in a network often have a large influence over energy use and GHG emissions. Had 

these additional decision variables been included in the problem, larger variations in energy use 

and GHG mass would have likely been observed across climate change mitigation Scenarios.  

 

The ‘internal balancing’ of costs within the objective function of the optimization may also have 

contributed to the insensitivity of energy use and GHG mass across discounting and carbon 

pricing scenarios. A single-objective framework does not allow the decision maker to consider 

the weighting of the different cost components that contribute to the least-cost objective. For 

example, when an optimal design solution is chosen for least-cost only, it is possible that a design 

solution with low capital costs and high operating costs could be selected over a design solution 

with high capital costs and low operating costs. The introduction of carbon pricing and a 

reduction in the discount rate can act to increase the likelihood that a design solution with lower 

operating costs will be selected over a design solution with low capital costs and high operating 
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costs. However, if the carbon cost is not high enough, or the discount rate is not low enough, the 

influence on the total cost of a design solution can be insignificant. Further research is needed to 

confirm these preliminary findings. 

4.11 Summary and Conclusions 

Canada is moving closer to implementing carbon mitigation policies that are likely to include an 

economy-wide cap-and-trade carbon pricing system. This study examined the impact of proposed 

GHG mitigation strategies in Canada on cost, energy use and GHG emissions in the 

design/expansion optimization of the Amherstview water distribution system in Amherstview, 

Ontario, Canada. The objective of the optimization approach was to minimize the sum of capital 

costs associated with adding new pipes and cleaning and lining existing pipes, and the energy and 

GHG costs associated with pumping water. Preliminary results indicate that increasing the carbon 

price trajectory and decreasing the discount rate had no significant impact on energy use and 

mass of GHG emitted in the Amherstview system. Factors that contributed to the insensitivity of 

energy use and GHG emissions across climate change mitigation scenarios included: 1) adequate 

hydraulic capacity in the Amherstview system to meet present and future demands; 2) a time-

declining emission intensity factor that gave minimal weighting to energy and GHG costs in the 

objective function; 3) a relatively short design horizon of 50 years; 4) the exclusion of decision 

variables such as tank and pump location and sizing which can have a significant impact on 

energy use and GHG emissions in networks; and 5) the internal balancing of cost components in 

the objective function of the single-objective problem.  

 

Further research is needed to determine the effectiveness of the proposed climate change 

mitigation strategies in other water networks in Canada with different mixes of future water 
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demand and existing hydraulic capacity. Although the intention of this work was to approach the 

Amherstview design/expansion as a “real-world” problem, Future research is needed to quantify 

the influence of parameter uncertainty on the optimization results. On the basis of the results of 

this Chapter, uncertain parameters to investigate in the future are electricity price, GHG emission 

intensity factors, water demand and ‘C’ factor values. Monte Carlo simulation of all uncertain 

variables would overcome the drawbacks associated with discrete sensitivity analysis by allowing 

both uncertainty and error quantification.   
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Chapter 5 

Summary and Conclusions 

Drinking water distribution systems represent one of the most expensive components of a water 

supply system and require major investment by municipalities. With ageing infrastructure and 

increasing water demand, municipalities must expand their water distribution systems to ensure 

safety and reliability of service in the future. The planning period for municipal water distribution 

system expansion is typically within the range of 20 years to 100 years into the future. For 

efficient investment in water distribution system infrastructure today, municipalities must 

consider the implications of potential climate change mitigation policies on the conventional 

least-cost design of water distribution systems.  

 

Chapter 2 provided a literature review of single-objective optimization methods that have been 

applied to the water distribution system design problem over the past four decades. A simple 

genetic algorithm was also introduced. The literature review served to identify research needs in 

the field of sustainable water distribution system design/expansion. 

 

In Chapter 3 the arguments concerning discount rate and carbon price were introduced from a 

Canadian prospective. The implications of discount rate and carbon price uncertainty on water 

distribution system design were evaluated using the simple one-pipe Amherstview-Odessa water 

transmission system. The objective of the design example was to choose a transmission main 

diameter that met minimum hydraulic requirements and minimized present value cost under 

plausible discount rate and carbon price scenarios. The results of this preliminary study found that 
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the level of discount rate, in the absence of a carbon pricing policy, had no influence on the sizing 

of the transmission main. On the contrary, carbon pricing was found to influence pipe diameter 

selection, when long-term costs were discounted with a sufficiently low discount rate. This led to 

the preliminary observation that the introduction of a carbon pricing policy in Canada, in 

conjunction with lower discount rates, could encourage Canadian water utilities to reduce energy 

consumption and GHG emissions by investing in large-diameter design solutions. 

 

Chapter 4 extends the analysis that began in Chapter 3 by assessing the impact of proposed 

Canadian climate change mitigation policies on cost, energy use and GHG emissions in the 

design/expansion of the Amherstview water distribution system. Preliminary results suggest that 

the discount rates and carbon prices investigated in this study had no significant influence on 

energy use and GHG emissions for both cement-mortar ductile iron and polyvinyl chloride pipe 

materials. The most significant contributing factor to the insensitivity of the Amherstview system 

to changes in discount rate and carbon price is likely existing hydraulic capacity of the 

Amherstview system. Adequate hydraulic capacity in the Amherstview system to meet present 

day and future demands meant that fewer parallel pipes were required and only small variations 

in energy use and GHG mass were observed for the discount rate and carbon price scenarios 

considered.  

 

Results of the Amherstview design example also suggest that there is a loss of trade-off 

information when sustainability criteria are incorporated into single-objective optimization 

frameworks. As a result, decision makers are not able to consider the weighting of different cost 

components that contribute to the least-cost objective. Future work should consider carbon prices 
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incorporated into the Amherstview design/expansion problem using a multi-objective approach 

that optimizes system cost and GHG emission costs independently. In this way, decision makers 

are able to consider the trade-offs between system cost and GHG emission costs. Due to the 

unavailability of data on uncertain parameters to develop probability distributions for Monte 

Carlo Simulation (MCS) and other statistical sampling methods, the influence of uncertainty on 

the optimization results was evaluated for a number of parameters using sensitivity analysis. 

Further research is needed that simultaneously considers statistical uncertainty in discount rate, 

electricity price, water demand, GHG emission intensity factors, carbon price and ‘C’ factor 

values. Lastly, further research is needed to determine the effectiveness of the proposed climate 

change mitigation strategies on other water distribution networks in Canada. 

5.1 Research Contributions 

This thesis has made four research contributions to the field of water distribution systems 

analysis. The first is the development of an EPANET2 model of the Amherstview water 

distribution system located in Loyalist Township, Ontario. The Amherstview system is the first 

ever “real-world” network in water distribution system design literature to be considered for 

design and expansion with sustainability considerations. 

 

The second research contribution is the development of climate change mitigation scenarios 

representative of proposed Canadian policy initiatives over the next 50 years. The optimization of 

water distribution system design for a range climate change mitigation scenarios enables 

municipal design engineers to make informed and efficient infrastructure investments in light of 

long-term policy uncertainties. In the future, the climate change mitigation scenarios developed in 

this thesis may be applied in practice to design and expand distribution networks.   
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The third contribution is the development of a single-objective optimization approach that 

incorporates carbon pricing and GHG emissions in water network design. The optimization 

approach couples the hydraulic solver EPANET2 with an NSGA-II optimization algorithm to 

identify design alternatives that minimize capital, operational and GHG emission costs for a range 

of climate change mitigation scenarios.   

 

The fourth contribution is the application of the single-objective optimization approach to the 

“real-world” Amherstview water distribution system design/expansion problem. The results of 

this study have contributed to the understanding of how discount rate and carbon price 

uncertainty influence municipal infrastructure investments in Canada.    
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Appendix A 

The following are sample calculations for PVC Scenario 2 (discount rate = 8%; carbon trajectory 

= ‘Slow and Shallow’) Year 1 of the 50-year Amherstview water distribution system design and 

expansion problem. Average daily energy use is generated using EPANET2 for the Average Day 

extended period simulation. Operating energy use and energy costs for Years 1 through 25 are 

calculated using Year 1 (2009) average day nodal demands, while energy use and energy costs for 

Years 26 through 50 are calculated using Year 50 (2058) average day nodal demands. The 

following sample calculation would be repeated for Years 2 through 50 to arrive at the total 

values presented in Tables 4.7 and 4.8. 

  

Annual operating cost  

  *365 tAnnual Operating Energy PE days=  

where PEt = average day energy use generated by EPANET2 for year t; and PE1 = 955 kWh; 

  955 *365 348,575 Annual Operating Energy kWh days kWh= =  

( )    *$0.066 /Annual Operating Cost PV Annual Operating Energy kWh=  

( )

  *$0.066 /
  

1
n

Annual Operating Energy kWh
Annual Operating Cost

d
=

+
 

where d = discount rate and n = year; and Year 1 d= 8% and n= 1; 

( )
1

348,575 *$0.066 /
  $21,302

1 0.08

kWh kWh
Annual Operating Cost = =

+
 

Annual Mass of GHG Emissions 

      * tAnnual Mass of GHG Emissions Annual Operating Energy EIF=  
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where EIFt = GHG emission intensity factor for year t; and EIF1 = 0.215 kg/kWh; 

    348,575 *0.215 / 74,944 Annual Mass of GHG Emissions kWh kg kWh kg= =  

Annual GHG Emission Cost 

( )       * tAnnual GHG Emission Cost PV Annual Mass of GHG Emissions CP=  

where CPt = carbon permit price for year t; and CP1 = carbon permit price for year 1=$10/tonne 

( )
1

75 *$10 /
   $694

1 0.08

tonne tonne
Annual GHG Emission Cost = =

+
 

Capital Cost 

The following is a sample calculation for capital costs of a new pipe and the cleaning and cement-

mortar lining of an existing pipe. 

New Pipe 

( )   ,p i iCapital Cost New Pipe C d L=  

where Cp = the capital cost of new pipe i with a nominal diameter equal to di and a length equal to 

Li; 

For this example assume that pipe i is Li = 100 m in length and has been sized with di = 200 mm 

PVC pipe, therefore Cp = $48/m (from Table 4.6); 
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Table 4.6:Unit costs of new commercially-available PVC and DCLI pipe diameters and unit cost 

of cleaning and cement-mortar lining existing pipes (Walski 1986). 

 

   $48 / *100 $480Capital Cost New Pipe m m= =  

Cleaning and Cement-mortar Lining of Existing Pipe 

( )    ,L j jCapital Cost Cleaning and Lining C d L=  

where CL = the capital cost of cleaning and cement-mortar lining existing pipe j with a nominal 

diameter equal to dj and a length equal to Lj; 

For this example assume that pipe j is Lj = 100 m in length and dj = 200 mm in diameter, 

therefore CL = $62.79/m (from Table 4.6); 

    $62.79 / *100 $627.90Capital Cost Cleaning and Lining m m= =  


